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ABSTRACT 

The first part of this thesis examines how Navajo cultural philosophy views raiding, 

warfare, and warriors. Navajos understand raiding and warfare as controlled evils that 

should only be used for defense and protection. Anything human, environmental, or 

spiritual that poses a threat to Navajo individuals and/or society is considered an enemy. 

Likewise, anyone who provides protection against these potential harms may be 

considered a warrior. 

The second part of this research tests Clifton Kroeber and Bernard Fontana's 

hypothesis regarding indigenous warfare in respect to the Navajo. These scholars 

theorize that indigenous men used warfare as a means to re-establish their social worth 

which had presumably diminished as a result of some cultural shift in equity between the 

sexes. Their hypothesis is somewhat accurate as it pertains to Navajo warfare. Warfare, 

understood as protection, provides several outlets for men, women, and medicine people 

to bolster their self-esteem and social worth. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Gallup, New Mexico, just north of Interstate 40, there is a business that offers 

motorists the opportunity to spend the night inside a teepee. Presumably, since they are 

now in Navajo Land, travelers might construe such accommodations as typical Navajo 

housing. This marketing ploy has a great deal to do with the common stereotype found in 

newsstand journals and periodicals across America that all Indians live like those of the 

Great Plains. Unformnately, such over-generalizations are not limited to popular media. 

Although quite rare today compared to previous generations, some scholarly works have 

fallen into the trap of attributing certain characteristics to all tribes, without 

distinguishing among culmres. Of these generalizations, warfare, thought of as bloody in 

namre and borne out of savagery, is probably the most conunon institution associated 

with all Indian peoples. 

Returning to our Southwestern tourists, eager to spend the night "Navajo style" as 

did the buffalo hunters of old, no doubt their first glance into the literature on Navajo 

people and culmre would find them mesmerized by the amount of attention placed on 

warfare and conflict in Navajo history. Titles such as Paul Bailey's "The Navajo Wars" 

(1961), Frank McNitt's Navajo Wars: Military Campaigns, Slave Raids, and Reprisals 

(1972), and Clyde Trafzer's (1982) The Kit Carson Campaign: the Last Great Navajo 

War would lead an unwary reader to the assumption that war must have dominated 

Navajo life, or at least been an overarching characteristic of the culture. Upon closer 

examination, of course, this assumption quickly falls away. How many dilettante 
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tourists, though, would take or know to take the time necessary to familiarize themselves 

with things Navajo beyond what the tourist trade tells them is obvious? The probable 

answer is not many. This thesis has been designed and created, therefore, with the 

optimistic hope that should any traveler, reader, or scholar desire to probe into Navajo 

warfare beyond the obvious, the deep cultural significance would become more evident 

and the practice better understood. 

The literature is riddled wi± references to warfare, warriors, raiding, and conflict, 

enough for us to assume they were common occurrences in Navajo life during different 

time periods. Questions arise, however, regarding the place warfare had in Navajo life. 

Was warfare something actively sought out by the Navajo? What purpose did raiding 

serve beyond acquiring material possessions? How was warfare justified, if, in fact, it 

was, in Navajo philosophy? What were the cultural motivations that spurred men to war, 

and how might they have been interpreted or misinterpreted by non-Navajo observers? 

These are just some of the questions that arise but are left unanswered by the existing, 

and still growing, plethora of scholarship on Navajo culture and society. 

This thesis is an attempt to fill in gaps in the scholarship on Navajo warfare and 

raiding, and their place in Navajo thought and life. This study is comprised mainly from 

information obtained during key informant interviews with noted Navajo scholars. The 

findings from the interviews are combined with pertinent and supporting evidence 

gathered from scholarly literature, archival documents, and other written sources. The 

primary goal of this research is to determine how warfare and raiding are viewed by 

Navajos, especially men, what roles they have in Navajo philosophy, as well as what 
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caused Navajo people to undertake such activities. Additionally, as suggested by 

University of Arizona professor Tom Holm, this thesis tests Clifton Kroeber and Bernard 

Fontana's hypothesis regarding the ultimate cause of indigenous warfare (prior to 

conflicts with Europeans) and whether it is applicable to the Navajo. These authors 

conclude that indigenous, or "primitive," warfare as it is often called, "... is 

quintessentially a male occupation" (Kroeber and Fontana, 1989; 165). War began and 

became culmrally important, Kroeber and Fontana argue, as a result of some sort of shift 

in gender equality within a culture that left men feeling less than necessary to their 

communities. War then became, the authors say, a vehicle by which men could reassert 

their importance and standing within society. 

Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis assumes that, prior to any shift in society that 

placed men in a position of less importance than women, the relationship between 

genders was one of equality. This theory that only one shift of this nature and magnitude 

occurred in Navajo culture does not take into account the nature of cultures to change and 

evolve throughout time. Testing the accuracy of this assumption in regard to the Navajo 

people would be useful to gain a more complete understanding of Navajo culture and 

warfare's beginning. A smdy of this nature, though, would be quite involved and is quite 

beyond the scope of this thesis. I am not as concerned with discovering the origins of 

Navajo warfare, or doing an intense analysis of Navajo gender relations, as I am with 

analyzing what the implications of warfare were, and are, on Navajo individuals, society, 

and culture. In this thesis, therefore, I seek to find answers to the following questions, 

among others pertinent to Navajo warfare: 
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1) Why did Navajos go to war? 
2) How is warfare perceived in Navajo philosophy and how does that perception 

affect the circumstances around and within which it was undertaken? 
3) What connection does warfare have with Navajo men that designates males as 

the purveyors of war? 
4) Did Navajo men use warfare to establish social standing? 
5) Was warfare instrumental in helping men reaffirm their importance to society? 

Briefly stated, the conclusions I have reached in pursuing this line of inquiry are: 

1) Warfare between people, in Navajo life, is thought of as an "undesirable 

necessity." Raiding and warfare should only be conducted for the purpose of 

protection and to provide defense against enemies, human, environmental, and 

spiritual. War is an exercise of controlled evil. It is a dangerous and powerful 

element of life that cannot be avoided and that must be dealt with unequivocally 

according to ceremony and rimal. In a universe dominated by the principle of 

duality, war is the chaotic end of a spectrum diametrically opposed to its 

counterparts—^peace, order, and harmony—otherwise known as hozhd} To live 

in hozhd, the prized state of being, there must be war to counterbalance the good 

and deflne it as such. 

2) In addition to waging war against human enemies, Navajos must "go to 

war" to protect against potentially lethal, natural troubles such as hunger, poverty, 

and old age. In this capacity, the terms "war" and "enemy" take on much broader 

meanings. As all Navajos, adults and children, are trained from birth to protect 

themselves and their families against harm, the term warrior may be applied to 

anyone whose knowledge and skills help ensure their culture's survival. 
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3) As Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis pertains to Navajo warfare, it is quite 

accurate. Navajo philosophy places war in the realm of male responsibilities 

based on the gender's natural association with powers such as aggression, 

protection, and destruction. The male hero twins in the Navajo origin story. 

Monster Slayer and Bom for Water, also support this tradition. Although women 

possess war power to a degree and have certain responsibilities that affect its 

success, war is primarily a function most appropriately carried out by males. 

4) War does indeed play a role in helping men acquire and establish status 

within their communities. Warriors prove and increase their social worth by 

providing protection and defense against threats to the People. Expensive post

war ceremonies are necessary to cleanse returning warriors from the taint and evil 

associated with warfare. These rituals also protect the social fabric from any 

harmful outside elements brought to the conununity through war. A warrior's 

prowess in warfare, demonstrated through attaining an ample supply of goods 

with which to finance the costly ceremonies, further bolsters his social status. 

5) In addition to warriors who guard against human enemies against human 

enemies, becoming a medicine man, or hatathli, with the ability to heal and secure 

spiritual harmony is what a good Navajo man does. To be effective in this 

position, though, experience in warfare or with other related hardships is 
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necessary. Put simply, one must know and understand the enemy in order to 

combat it effectively and re-establish hozho. Understanding war as a controlled 

use of evil, then, explains how Navajo medicine men may also be viewed as 

warriors. In modem times hatathli can gain great financial rewards, but are kept 

from reaching extreme wealth by Navajo social sanctions against excess. 

The author acknowledges, as should the reader, that the ideas presented in this 

thesis are based largely on information gathered from only a few individuals (see pages 

28-30 for discussion of methodology). Phrases such as "the philosophy of the Navajo," 

and "Navajo thought" are used frequently to describe certain generalities that seem fairly 

certain. Whether or not these abstractions are traly representative of "general" Navajo 

thought is a question better left for a study of much larger scope and pool of interviewees. 

My hope is that the knowledge presented here will provide more insight and 

understanding into Navajo raiding and warfare than currendy exists in any one volume on 

Navajo culture. The reader will certainly formulate additional questions regarding 

Navajo raiding and warfare that remain unanswered by this thesis and which may be 

completely beyond the present scope. For this reason, a section has been included which 

lists several suggestions for further smdy. Navajo warfare and its place in Navajo 

culture, thought, and philosophy, is a subject which non-Navajos may never fully 

comprehend. Maybe it never should be. Worthy attempts are still welcome, though, and 

will continue to find much encouragement from people both within and without Navajo 

culture. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

"Wars are fought between societies, between sociocultural systems, between 
tribes, and nations. It is the culture of any given situation that determines whether 
warfare shall be engaged in or not, and if so how, with whom and for what." 
(White 1949: 131-32) 

Leslie White, like Clifton Kroeber and Bernard Fontana, believes that cultures, not 

individual or collective psychologies, influence the people within them to create certain 

institutions and carry out certain actions. Warfare, they say, is a phenomenon peculiarly 

suited to be studied as a function of culture. For this reason, the research for this thesis 

has been undertaken from a similar standpoint. A relatively firm grasp of Navajo history, 

life, and culture needs be established before warfare can be understood in relation to 

these aspects. This literature search, then, began with investigations into Navajo culture 

before moving on to more specific topics. For convenience of both the author and reader, 

the sections that follow are broken up into categories of Navajo cultural aspects, listed in 

roughly the same order as they were researched. 

General Information on Navajo people, culture and life: 

For general information on all things Navajo, Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea 

Leighton's The Navaho (1962) could be considered the most comprehensive source. 

Perhaps the most commonly cited source in Navajo scholarship, it covers many different 

topics: history, religion, geography, sociology, witchcraft, language, and philosophy. 

The authors generalize frequently as they cover such an inunense breadth of subject 

matter, but justify their generalizations based on their methodology of interviews: "The 
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Navaho way of life may be learned only by knowing individual Navahos..." (Kluckhohn 

and Leighton 1962: 13). Going fiirther to explain how generalizations are beneHcial in 

cultural studies, the authors write: "Understanding of Navaho culture is dependent upon 

acquaintance with personal figures, but equally these personal figures get their definition 

and organization as individuals when the student is in a position to contrast each one with 

the generalized background provided by the culture of The People" (Kluckhohn and 

Leighton 1962: 13). The Navaho was an essential resource for this thesis as it framed the 

existing body of knowledge in Navajo cultural studies up to its year of publication. As it 

pertains to warfare, Kluckhohn and Leighton's book provides good insight into how 

societal conflict is viewed and handled by the Navajo people. Attention is duly paid to 

the role religion and ceremonies play in maintaining harmony between humans, naiure, 

and the supernatural. This work was most useful as a research template, spawning more 

intense investigation into how individuals dealt with and were affected by elements of 

evil, danger, and discord—all related to warfare. 

A second seminal selection of general information on the Navajo is Ruth Underbill's 

Here Come the Navaho!: A History of the Largest Indian Tribe in the United States 

(1983). Quite similar to Kluckhohn and Leighton's piece in its broad scope, but designed 

for a popular audience. Underbill concentrates more on historical events than she does 

cultural aspects. Published a few years prior to The Navaho, Underbill's work is another 

informative volume which any current student of the Navajo should consult at some 

point. One must use caution when reviewing an older work like this, however, and 

remember that words and descriptors of past generations do not necessarily apply to 
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today's academic climate. As historian Patricia Limerick put it, "... the historian is 

obligated to understand how people saw their own times, but not obligated to adopt their 

terminology and point of view" (Limerick 1987: 25.) Although Underbill is renowned 

for her cultural perception in working with the Tohono O'Odham (formerly known as 

Papago) and Navajo, parts of her lexicon would be viewed with skepticism today. In 

discussing the Navajos' progression through history. Underbill writes: "The Navaho now 

had moved slowly up from the days of their first return when they were a savage, warlike 

people, with no wish to be anything else" (Underbill 1983: 259). Even eliminating 

judgmental and evolutionary conmients like these, the information Underbill provides is 

useful in any smdy on Navajo history, but has to be used judiciously. 

Navajo History: 

Debate still exists over whether or not American Indians have always lived in North 

America, crossed over from Asia on a land bridge in the Bering Strait region, or came by 

boat." I am not interested in how or when, necessarily, the Navajo arrived in the 

Southwest. Rather, it is more concerned with their life and culture after they had become 

established in the area. Discussion of Navajo history, therefore, will be limited to the 16*** 

century and beyond, a point in time by which the Navajo presence in the Southwest is 

well documented in European sources and in archaeological evidence (Forbes 1960: 11).^ 

For the most part, historical works on the Navajo focus primarily on the years 

following Spanish and American contact. Bill Acrey (1982) and David Brugge (1967) go 

into some detail regarding Navajo origins and entrance into the Southwest, but the bulk 
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of historical literature concerns itself with the years after Spanish contact, roughly 1587 

and later. These works, one may quickly see, focus on conflict between the Navajo and 

their neighbors. Historian Frank Reeve (1958) discusses Navajo wars with the Spanish. 

Ethnohistorian Frank McNitt (1972) has written about conflicts with the Spanish, 

Mexicans, and United States. Jack Forbes (1960) covers conflict involving not only the 

Navajo but also Apache-Spanish confrontations. Anthropologist Paul Bailey's (1961) 

The Long Walk: a History of the Navajo Wars, 1846-68 brings the historical discussion 

up to date, providing details of Navajo-U.S. military troubles from their mid-century 

initiation to a denouement of imprisonment in 1864. 

In addition to more recent scholarship on Navajo history, several journals and 

letters of correspondence by Spanish observers. United States military personnel, and a 

variety of govemment officials from both empires describe the Navajo. The most 

comprehensive source of this kind is Lee Correll and Edith Watson's (1979) six-volume 

collection. Through White Men's Eyes, a Contribution to Navajo History. Through 

copious research, these two scholars compiled every known official publication and 

primary document—letters, reports, etc.—involving the Navajo across Spanish, Mexican, 

and U. S. regimes up to 1868. The authors admit to the noticeable, yet unavoidable, 

omission of Navajo perspective in this collection, but tout its usefulness as a tool for 

capturing the mood and opinions of parties in contact with the Navajo. 

Through works like Correll and Watson's, one can see there is neither a shortage 

of scholarship on Navajo warfare nor a lack of conflicts from which to gather data. That 

the Navajo engaged in warfare, and did so with great frequency, is amply covered by the 
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historical literature. What remains largely unanswered by these sources, though, is the 

purpose behind Navajo warfare and its significance to culture and life. 

Navajo Warfare: 

In contrast to works that simply recapitulate details of military engagements 

involving the Navajo, W.W. Hill's Navaho Warfare {\936) takes the subject further, 

inching closer to the reasons underlying Navajo warfare. As the literature currently 

stands. Hill's study is the closest to a definitive ethnographic work on warfare. Hill's 

emphasis, though, is primarily on describing the rimal and execution of Navajo warfare, 

rather than the signiHcance it carries in Navajo thought. Close scrutiny of Navajo 

warfare can be seen in the distinction Hill makes between two types of offensive warfare, 

raids and reprisals. Their difference, he says, is found primarily in the size of the groups 

deployed and the individual protocols: 

In the raid, the objective was not to fight but to steal livestock and plunder. A war 
party of this type usually consisted of four to ten men. The revenge type of 
engagement represented a more concerted effort and included a force of from 
thirty to two hundred men....While the ritual background of both types of warfare 
were the same, the acmal practical procedure differed somewhat (Hill 1936:4). 

From this description, it appears that raids were economical undertakings, but what of 

reprisals? Hill's juxtaposition of the two infers that reprisals were bent on fighting if 

they are to be seen in contrast to plunder-driven raids. 

Hill's goal in researching Navajo warfare was not to uncover philosophical 

implications of Navajo warfare. He sought, rather, to describe the actions of raids and 

reprisals as well as their inunediate causes and objectives. Certain suppositions about 
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warfare's ideological importance can be made from the accounts Hill includes, however, 

his research did not extend in that direction/ Hill points readers to cultural areas that 

may provide more explanation about war's function, but intentionally limits his own 

discussion to ethnographic description. In elucidating the importance of ritual in warfare, 

he writes: "There remains to be described the war ritual, which to the native mind was the 

most important part of any military undertaking" (Hill 1936: 6). Clearly, Hill infers that 

spirituality was a guiding principle in Navajo warfare, but does not elaborate the 

correlation beyond basic descriptions of the rituals involved. Gladys Reichard's (1970) 

synthetic study Navaho Religion, a Study in Symbolism, however, expands on the Hill's 

research, more extensively and fully connecting warfare with its religious roots. 

Navajo Religion, Mythology ,̂ and Worldview: 

Reichard (1970) has put together the most comprehensive work on Navajo religion 

to date. She incorporates a broad range of topics such as cultural philosophy, mythology, 

ceremonies for curing and protection,® rites, chant practices, medical diagnostics, and 

religious dogma, showing that none stand apart from the all-encompassing web of Navajo 

religion. Her description of the supematurals, particularly the Hero Twins, as role 

models for how Navajos should live their lives is pertinent to understanding why war is 

viewed as an evil whose power must be brought under control and used constructively: 

The supemamrals are greater than man. They brought him into being and 
designated, through long suffering and teaching of one object lesson after another, 
the control man should exert over himself and his natural surroundings. Through 
them he learned what was good and what was harmful, and how evils and dangers 
could be converted to good (Reichard 1970:49). 
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Reichard also helps explain the different types of natural dangers and "enemies" (Hunger, 

Old Age, and Poverty, for example) that the Navajo people faced throughout their 

mythological past and with whom they must still contend today (Reichard 1970: 72). Her 

ability to connect the gamut of Navajo ceremonies with their origins, construction, and 

uses allows Reichard to provide non-Navajo readers with tremendous insight into Navajo 

religion. Her explanation that things perceived as evil, such as war, are not irreconcilable 

is of most importance to understanding warfare's role in Navajo religion and thought. 

She writes: "... few things are wholly bad; nearly everything can be brought under 

control, and when it is, the evil effect is eliminated" (Reichard 1970: 5). In this way, war 

may be best understood not as a state of the universe, but a way of bringing order out of 

chaos through ceremonies and a way for spirimal power to reassert control where it has 

gone awry. 

Several works treat individually the various ceremonies included in Reichard's 

smdy. Kluckhohn and Leland Wyman (1940) collaborated on a work that discusses 

Navajo chant practice as well as one classifying Navajo song ceremonials. Reichard and 

Franc Newcomb (1975) provide an exceptional version of the Shootingway chant, 

Na 'atoyee, involving the Hero Twins, Monster Slayer, Naayee Neezghdni, and Bom of 

Water, To Bdjish Chmi, in their book on Navajo sandpaintings. Wyman (1957, 1970) 

individually published works on two major ceremonials, Beautyway, Hoozhonee, and 

Blessingway, Hozhooji. These, along with Washington Matthews'(1897) Navaho Myths, 

Prayers, and Songs provide solid scholarship on some of the most well-known and 

referenced ceremonies in the literature. Karl Luckert (1978) offers interesting insight in 
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his reproduction of a Deerway ceremony as do Charlotte Frisbie and David McAlIester 

(1978) with their edited autobiography of Frank Mitchell, a Blessingway singer. 

Reichard (1977) again provides stellar scholarship in recounting her own Blessingway 

ceremony performed by Miguelito, a medicine man and friend. 

The Enemy Way ceremony, Anaa 'jij commonly referred to by scholars, as well as 

throughout the Navajo Reservation, today, as a Squaw Dance, is the most noted in 

literature pertaining to Navajo warfare. Like works that cover the multitude of conflicts 

and skirmishes throughout Navajo history, studies on Enemy Way ceremonies abound. 

Some of the more noteworthy are those describing acmal ceremonies such as S. J. 

Guernsey (1920) "Notes on a Navajo War Dance," Father Berard Haile (1946) The 

Navaho War Dance: A Bri^ Narrative of its Meaning and Practice, and McAlIester's 

(1954) transcription of Enemy Way music. Robert Harman's (1964) and Haile's related 

works move beyond pure description of this ceremony, Haile analyzes the ceremony's 

meaning and Harman assesses culture change by tracing how the ceremony has been 

altered over time. No reputable work on Navajo warfare can ignore the Enemy Way 

ceremony, but it must be noted that the ceremony has many purposes beyond its relation 

to physical combat. 

Reichzu-d's connections between warfare and mythology, which is supported by the 

origin, nature, and words of the many aforementioned ceremonies, brings the scholarly 

discussion back to Navajo "mythology." At the center of this discussion is Paul 

Zolbrod's (1984) Dine Bahanathe Navajo Creation Story. Zolbrod's recreation from 

earlier written texts provides a highly readable version of the story while maintaining 
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essential elements of Navajo storytelling. He traces the ascension of the Navajo through 

four previous worlds to the present world, known as the Fifth, or Glittering, World. This 

tale outlines, for Navajo and non-Navajo alike, what principles the Navajo universe is 

founded on, such as moderation, duality, and the ail-important hozho. 

Hozho is the key concept underlying Navajo philosophy. Sam Gill recognizes 

that the term is untranslatable, but offers "blessing" as its basic meaning. He sees 

manifestations of hozho in natural gifts such as dew, pollen, rain, and mist (Gill 1981: 

31). Reichard likewise concedes that a literal translation of hozho is not possible but 

expands its function to include notions like "... well-being, success, good health, good 

luck, happiness, peace, goodness, prosperity, wealth, safety, [and] normality. This short 

word," she explains, "embraces also the idea that these things have been brought about by 

supernatural control" (Reichard 1944: 32-33). No author has claimed to have ever found 

the exact deHnition of hozho, but most would agree that the aforementioned 

interpretations are close approximations. Zolbrod defines hozho as a combination of the 

ideas "beauty, balance, and harmony" (Zolbrod 1984: 6). Attaining hozho, he explains, is 

"the central theme" of the Navajo Origin Story (Zolbrod 1984: 6). Whatever words or 

combination of terms is used to explain hozho, its importance to all facets of Navajo life, 

thought, and philosophy camiot be undervalued. 

Cultoral Values and Morals: 

Certain scholars have attacked the subject of Navajo morals and values head-on, 

seeking out individuals and asking them direct questions. This type of research 
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experienced a heyday in the 1940s and 1950s when studying the values, morals, and 

psychology of Navajo individuals in society was at the forefront of the work of scholars.® 

Kluckhohn's "A Navajo Personal Document" (1945) and John Ladd's (1957) The 

Structure of a Moral Code are two such works that attempt, successfully, to get to the 

heart of what is important to Navajo people. Evon Vogt's (1951) work with Navajo 

veterans is a similar, yet more focused foray into what principles are esteemed by 

Navajos. Throughout these and other studies such as John Farella's (1984) work on 

Navajo philosophy and Katherine Spencer's (1957) analysis of values exhibited through 

chantway myths, certain consistencies arise regarding what major principles and ethics 

undergird Navajo philosophy. Safety, stability, sustenance, and survival are terms that 

distill the salient principles of Navajo mythology, religion, and ceremonies. 

Haile's (1954), Kluckhohn (1949), Kluckhohn and Leighton (1947), and Reichard 

(1928) ask similar questions to Ladd and Vogt regarding what principles are important to 

Navajos. These projects help broaden the scope of research on Navajo values, but offer 

little to no information in the way of warfare's meaning to the Navajo. The conclusions 

of these researchers are quite helpful, though, because they reiterate what statuses and life 

conditions Navajos desired. Acquiring security, providing protection, and experiencing 

contentment are common goals of Navajo actions and deeds. In the past, as this research 

will show, warfare was often used as a means to attain such ends. Through raids of 

reciprocity, control was brought over evil which restored beauty and harmony in life. 

This restoration is often described as a property and function of hozko. Although warfare 
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is considered by Navajos to be within the realm of evil and chaos, it served as a useful 

and necessary tool to put the world back in order.^ 

Navajo Aotobiographies/Biograpbies: 

Warfare must be understood as a function of culture. Since societies are made up of 

groups of humans, the individuals comprising those groups are best able to answer 

questions about their way of life and philosophy. This thesis relies on interview data as 

its main source of information, but supplements this new knowledge with that previously 

recorded in several life stories, biographies, and autobiographies. The works of Walter 

Dyk (1938) and Broderick Johnson (1977) are superb for relaying personal information 

regarding traditional Navajo life and culture while keeping the narratives as they were 

told by the subjects. Historian Virginia Hoffman's (1974) biographical collection of past 

Navajo leaders' lives, while missing the intimacy of first-person accounts, is extremely 

useful in its span across generations and its inclusion of historically significant Navajo 

leaders such as Narbona and Manuelito. 

Like historians of other cultures and countries, Hoffman looks to military and 

governmental leaders as representative voices of their times. She uses their lives to mark 

the pace of Navajo history, telling not only their own stories but also those of their 

Navajo contemporaries. For a similar reason, I looked at the lives and stories of 20''' 

century Navajo veterans, including John Adair and Vogt's (1949) smdy that compares 

Navajo and Zuni veterans to determine diffierences and similarities between culturally 

and geographically proximate tribes. Keats Begay and Johnson's (1977) work with 
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World War n Navajo veterans was instrumental in explaining how wars not directly 

involving the Navajo were still regarded as threats to their world and people. Several 

recent newspaper articles focusing on Navajo Code Talkers also looked at the eagerness 

many Navajos had to fight the enemies of America and restore harmony throughout the 

world (Lagerquist 1975; Locke 1992).'° The information from these Navajo veterans 

was put into temporal and cultural context through comparison to Holm's (1996) survey 

of Native American Vietnam veterans and Gwynne Dyer's (1985) appropriately titled 

work, WAR. I began this smdy primarily concerned with Navajo warfare prior to 1860, 

but thanks to the perspective of the sources just mentioned, my scope broadened to 

evaluate general principles of warfare, irrelevant of historical dates and times." 

Theories on Indigenous Warfare: 

The most important piece of scholarship for this thesis regarding theories of 

indigenous warfare is Kroeber and Fontana's (1986) Massacre on the Gila: an Account of 

the Last Major Battle Between American Indians, With Reflections on the Origin of War. 

It provides a testable hypothesis: indigenous warfare has been brought about by some 

instance in the evolution of culture that created a "subsequent need for males to re

validate their status as dignified human beings" (JCroeber and Fontana 1986: 174). 

Kroeber and Fontana spent most of their careers studying Lower Colorado River tribes. 

It makes sense, then, that they originated their hypothesis from the warfare of cultures 

with which they were most familiar. They do not insinuate that all indigenous warfare 

followed the exact pattem of Lower Colorado tribes. In fact, they devote a fair amount of 
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time outlining many of the differences in warfare among Yuman-speaking groups, 

themselves. To broaden their hypothesis' implications, Kroeber and Fontana have based 

their theory on cultural tendencies that they feel are shared among indigenous peoples 

throughout North America and across the globe. In this manner, they believe their theory 

will likely apply to many cultures, but are not so pretentious to assume it will apply to all. 

Their goal is to uncover some common element of warfare that may help lead to 

uncovering the cause of conflict. "We should like to think," they explain, "that when all 

of us comprehend the roots of warfare, and by extension, the modem tree which 

continues to thrive on those roots, we might be set free from its taint, including the threat 

of universal annihilation" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 174). 

Kroeber and Fontana's book is most praiseworthy for its last chapter, "The Fourth 

Age: On the Origins of War." In prefacing their hypothesis on war's origins, they 

provide a brilliantly concise, yet thorough synopsis of some of the other most influential 

theories on war to date. Among the theorists whom Kroeber and Fontana cover are: 

Carol Ember who studied fifty hunter-gatherer societies and found that only six of them 

rarely practiced warfare; C. Daryll Forde and George Fathauer whose individual research 

discovered ±at "the conscious or nearly conscious motivations for Yuman battle 

expeditions must have been grounded in certain aspects of the value system of each 

culture" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 159); R. Brian Ferguson who proposes that stress 

within environmental and/or social arrangements may lead to warfare; Lynne Iglitzin 

whose research focused on men as the primary actors in war, but neglected to explain 

why; Bernard Mishkin who studied the noteworthy effects the introduction of the horse 
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and an economic switch to pastoralization had on warfare among North American Plains 

Indians; W. W. Newcomb Jr. who saw war's conduct as changing along with a culture's 

technological development; Keith Otterbein's eight categories of possible causes of war 

(Innate aggression, physical environment, social structure, and military preparedness, for 

example); William Perry who concluded that warfare is a cultural function, not an innate 

tendency of humans; and Andrew Vayda who studied "war as a process with 'recurrent, 

distinguishable phases'" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 154).'^ Kroeber and Fontana's 

endeavor to smnmarize noted warfare theories helps even the most novice reader become 

familiar with the plethora of theories, beliefs, and opinions on how and where war began. 
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METHODOLOGY 

To ameliorate the lack of focused material on Navajo raiding and warfare, and 

simultaneously enhance the Navajo voice in the literature, interviewing Navajo 

individuals became the logical choice for this study. Early in the summer of 1998 I 

placed telephone calls to the Navajo Nation Library and Office of Historic Preservation 

inquiring to whom I should speak regarding Navajo warfare. Formitously, staff members 

in both institutions directed me to Professor Harry Walters, the Director of Dine 

College's Center for Dine Studies, with whom I would work dining my internship at 

Dine College that summer.'^ Professor Walters, in tum introduced me to Professors 

Wilson Aronilth, Avery Denny, and Johnson Dennison, Dean of Instruction at Dine 

College. 

Throughout parts of July and August, I worked with another University of 

Arizona intern. Rick Juliani, under the guidance of Walters and Dennison who 

commissioned us to research and write a history of Dine College, chronicling its thirty 

years of existence.''* Juliani and I showcased the college's historical development across 

three decades and its positive effects on reservation student success. In addition to 

conducting exhaustive library and archival research, we supplemented our findings with 

interviews of past graduates, former employees, and current students. Our history was 

ultimately used by Dean Dennison to demonstrate the college's usefulness to the Board 

of Regents and to lobby for increased funding. 

Throughout the research and writing process I was able to build up a strong 

rapport with Dean Dennison, Professor Walters, and many other employees of the 
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college. These two, in particular, volunteered to give interviews for my thesis when the 

time came. Upon my return to Dine College the following February, Dennison and 

Walters each took time over a two-day period to answer questions about Navajo raiding 

and warfare. The Navajo scholars proved extremely hospitable and patient, allowing me 

to inquire about their knowledge of Navajo warfare from their perspectives as both 

educators and medicine men. E*rofessor Denny was also gracious enough to be 

interviewed, providing valuable insight during our unfortunately brief time together. 

These interviews, including a short discussion with Professor Aronilth, proved cracial to 

this thesis. The scholars' information provides the thread by which I weave new 

information on Navajo raiding and warfare in with that already existing in the tapestry of 

literature on Navajo life and culture. 

Prior to conducting any interviews, each participant was provided a sheet 

explaining the nature of the study as well as its scope and purpose. Consent forms were 

signed by each participant as determined by the guidelines set forth by the University of 

Arizona Human Subjects Committee (See Appendix for sample copy of Subject Consent 

Form). There were five formal interviews altogether, two with Professor Walters and 

Dean Dennison, one with Professor Denny; and one preliminary interview with Professor 

Aronilth.'^ All interviews were approximately thirty to ninety minutes long, conducted in 

the participants' respective offices at Dine College from February 8-10, 1999. 

The interview format consisted of a few open-ended questions such as: 

- How is warfare viewed in Navajo cultural philosophy? 

~ Why did, and do, Navajos go to war? 
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~ What were the benefits of going to war? 

~ What does it mean to be a Navajo warrior? 

Additional questions were asked regarding Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis 

about the origins of indigenous warfare such as; 

~ What is the significance behind males as warriors? 

~ Where and how did Navajo warfare originate? 

~ What were the possible rewards a warrior could gain through wzufare? 

These questions were slightly leading in order to facilitate direct comparisons of Navajo 

thought with Kroeber and Fonatana's theory, but remained quite open-ended allowing 

free-ranging responses (See Appendix B for a sample list of interview questions).'^ 
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PART ONE: WARFARE IN NAVAJO THOUGHT, LIFE, AND PHILOSOPHY 

Chapter I 
Warfare: A Controlled Evil 

To the Navajo, warfare exists. The culture accepts war unconditionally as a 

natural part of the universe along with its counterpart, peace. Although one hopes for the 

latter while trying to avoid the former, preparations must continually be made for both. 

In a world ordered by the principle of duality, every element, good and bad, exists along 

with its counterpart. Like Newton's third law of motion, "For every force (action) there 

is an equal and opposite force (reaction)" (Wilson 1994: 120). This theory applies to all 

things in life, but is seldom less evident in matters of life and death than in the realm of 

warfare. 

Professor Harry Walters, asked to discuss warfare's role in Navajo life and 

philosophy, began with an explanation of how all things in life are perceived—in terms of 

male and female: 

In the Navajo, everything is described in terms of male and female.... That does 
not really restrict them [people] to gender in terms of principles....They have 
different duties and responsibilities that each one performs, even down to the way 
their bodies are stmcrnred. A male body is structured a certain way and then a 
female a certain way for a specific purpose. That is, they will come together in 
equal proportions and produce offspring. That is the main purpose,... so 
everything: birds, plants, animals, insects, are like this (Harry Walters, Tsaile, 
Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Walters began by describing people, because people conduct warfare. The 

principles that comprise humans, therefore, must be understood before analyzing their 

actions. Each gender, he explains, has unique characteristics that belong more to it than 

its opposite. Females are identified as being gentle, mild, and compassionate, whereas 
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males are "aggressive, masculine, ...[associated with] protection....There's also cheating 

lying, deception" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). Farella expands on the 

characteristic powers of men and women in terms of different types of thought. He 

writes: 

The strength and power of male thought is opposed to the stability and relative 
safety of female thinking. Thus, it is male thought that is the source of 
irresponsible behavior (e.g. chasing around, drinking), on the one hand, and the 
ability to learn and be able to "control" ritual knowledge on the other. The female 
thought is "the cooked"; it is associated with the house and domesticity, and the 
things associated with the hogan—the sheep, the com, and the family (Farella 
1984: 134). 

Walters is quick to qualify these descriptions, as neither women nor men 

correspond strictly to their specific stereotypical natures. "That's not to say that all males 

are like that. It's just the male principles are associated on that side....So that does not 

mean that the female side does not have that. They can have that too, but to a lesser 

degree. But men tend to be more [violent]..." (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99).'^ 

Western scholars often use the terms "active" and "passive" to differentiate male and 

female powers, but caution must be taken when interpreting the genders as such. The 

language available to the plethora of Western historians and anthropologists who written 

about Navajo actions, beliefs, and customs has undoubtedly been influenced by a 

centuries-old, male chauvinistic attitude. In no way, therefore, should the "passive" 

power of females be understood as less forcefiil or less important than the "active" power 

of men. Navajos do not think of the power dichotomy this way. In Navajo philosophy, 

each gender is responsible for certain tasks in life, edl of which are of equal importance, 

and many of which correspond to the inherent natures or "powers" of each gender. 
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Explaining warfare in terms of gender and gender roles may seem odd to some, 

but Navajo philosophy sees almost everything from this perspective. Other scholars have 

IS 
also noted this symbolism. Reichard, for instance, in describing the significance of 

gender in Navajo religion, writes: "... in ceremonial the underlying symbolism must be 

understood. It classifies potency, mobility, energy, bigness, and dominance as male; and 

generative capacity, passive power, endurance smallness, and compliance as female" 

(Reichard 1970: 176). 

A fundamental principle in social life among Navajos is that each gender is more 

inclined to exhibit particular behavioral characteristics. Each gender is thereby selected 

to perform certain tasks. Similar to stereotypes of gender roles across many cultures, 

especially Western European cultures, Navajo men have been described as in charge of 

manual labor tasks, usually outside the home. Women, as one might expect from this 

type of generalization, are seen as responsible for duties around the home such as caring 

for children, cooking, cleaning, and, in many households, weaving (Kluckhohn and 

Leighton 1962: 94). 

The association of various powers and duties with specific genders demonstrates, 

to a degree, the way Navajos view their place in the world. They see similar principles in 

the world around them, reflected in nature, animals, plant species, and an assortment of 

meteorological elements. Just as humans have elements of both genders within them, 

they also possess the capabilities for being both constructive and destructive. Simply put, 

men and women can be good or bad, or both. It is important to note that in Navajo 

philosophy, every whole entity is a duality consisting of complementary, and sometimes 
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opposite, components. As Harry Walters points out, the blending of reciprocal principles 

is seen quite easily in nature: 

For example the sunshine out there. It's beautiful, but there's also an element of 
evil in that—you could get sunstroke. Or else if you go out there too often, the 
Sun can cause cancer,... but it's not something that comes all of a sudden, just 
gradually....So the sunshine would be on the female side...." The weather we're 
having, it's beautiful, you know. We need the rain, but if you go out there 
unresponsibly, you could die of exposure. So you approach it,... you go out 
there with great caution and respect (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99) 

Walters uses the concept that power in all things can be either bene^cial or harmful, 

if not brought under control, to frame his explanation of warfare in Navajo philosophy. 

War, in Navajo thought, must be understood as a form of destructive power used for a 

specific purpose. In all capacities, Walters says, war is a form of controlled evil. The 

evil should be used responsibly, for purposes of physical and spiritual protection. To 

demonstrate the proper controlled use of evil in protection, Walters uses the example of 

rattlesnakes and deadly animals: 

Now ... the male side would be something like a rattlesnake, for example, it has a 
poison venom. [Or] a tiger, a lion, a bear. They are vicious animals, and are 
capable of killing, but they don't go and attack the first people they see, they 
would run. But when you come in contact, close contact where you are likely to 
harm them, they will stand their ground....A rattlesnake will shaJce its tail. Other 
animals would roar and show their teeth. And probably 99% of the time that's all 
they need to do....[S]o the point Fm making is that they possess something that is 
evil, but they know how to use it (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Walters went further to explain that should these animals fail to give a warning and just 

attack inmiediately, such behavior would be outside the realm of normalcy. Thus, any 

warfare used for purposes other than protection would be viewed as a potential evil—as 

not normal and by extension not under "control." 
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The notion that something with the propensity to kill is equated with some form 

or degree of evil deserves further elucidation. The evil inherent in a person, animal, or 

element, if unchecked, precludes any good coming from it If the evil can be embraced 

and harnessed through ritual, however, its power for death and devastation can then be 

used for constructive purposes (Reichard 1970: 5).^ The concept of preparing to use evil 

appropriately, as it pertains to warfare, is most appropriately expressed through the 

ceremony known as "Where the two came to their Father."^' 

Historically, this prophylactic ceremony was "sung over" warriors before they left 

on an expedition, serving to show proper respect for the powers they were assuming, and 

demonstrating the socially sanctioned nature of what they were about to undertake. 

According to Maud Oakes and Joseph Campbell, "... the sung over becomes identified, 

outwardly and inwardly, with the divine hero,^ and thus imbibes his power and the 

harmony of his perfection" (Oakes and Campbell 1969: 58). This imbibed power refers 

to ritually taking on characteristics of Monster Slayer, the preeminent war hero of Navajo 

culture. The ceremonial preparation conveys proper spiritual protection to those warriors 

entering a realm of being quite opposite, and dangerous, fn)m their normal lives. As for 

the nature of the ceremony, the authors describe it poetically: 

Properly followed, such a rite has the virtue to conduct the imagination through 
the walls of conmion day into zones of power.... Hence if the hero is to serve the 
vital force in its totality—not only in its productive strength, but in its catastrophic 
fury—if he is to know, to love, and to represent the moment reckless and ruthless, 
as well as the moment of patient care, then the horizons of his humanity must be 
widened, the floor of his world must sink, the mind must submit to serve, without 
question, the demiurgic secret of the heart Therefore the solemn rite of 
unspeakable initiation. Therefore the return, step by step, through strange, 
subliminal zones, to the sanctum sanctorum of the Void—of the All; the place and 
moment before the beginning of space and time; the room of the Original 
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Impulse; the cell where the Father begot. That is the goal of the pilgrimage to the 
House of Strength. That is where the Two came to their Father" (Oakes and 
Campbell 1969; 58).^ 

The philosophy behind ritual preparation for war will be explained more in a later 

chapter. At this point, it is enough to understand that warfare between people, described 

previously as a necessity, is viewed by Navajos as existing primarily within the realms of 

chaos, evil, and uncertainty. These principles, as will now be shown, are diametrically 

opposed to those that Navajos strive to attain throughout their lives. As Zolbrod explains 

in his version of the Navajo Origin Story; 'The central theme is the attainment of hozho, 

a fairly untranslatable term which can only be approximated in English by combining 

words like beauty, balance, and harmony" (Zolbrod 1984; 5). 

Sa'ah NagdiBik'eh Hozhodn is "\..the key concept in Navajo philosophy, the vital 

requisite for understanding the whole" (Farella 1984; 153). It has been succintly defined 

by Matthews and Gill as "long life and happiness" (Matthews 1897; 266, Gill 1981: 31). 

Reichard has broken the phrase up into two parts to explain how it represents the concept 

of duality. She says Sa 'ah Nagdi refers to "Restoration-to-youth" as well as "change 

from helpless to well, brought about by rimal, but it refers also to man's final 

identification with all that is good, that is, controlled, in the universe" (Reichard 1944; 

32). Bik'eh Hozhodn, to Reichard, is best summed up as "According to Beauty" so that 

when attached to the Hrst portion, Sa 'ah Nagdi, the phrase illustrates that through living a 

good life, or living in beauty, Navajos will have completed life's circle properly. This 

concept is better explained by Gill who writes: "... the term Sa 'ah Nagdi Bik'eh 

Hozhodn signifies that the continual reoccurrence of the completion of the life cycle 
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through a death in old age is a state that is part of an all-inclusive environment of beauty" 

(Gill 1981: 54, italics added). For the sake of clarity, this thesis will concentrate on the 

last word of the phrase, hdzhd, or "beauty," to describe the peace and natural harmony 

that Navajo philosophy teaches is the ultimate state of being—perfection. 

Farella contrasts hd^d with the term hdchxo^* or "... the metaterm for evil" 

(Farella 1984: 33). These terms are similar in spelling, yet thought of as direct opposites; 

one is striven for, the other despised. As polar ends of the Navajo philosophy spectrum, 

they are useful in illustrating the role of warfare, both its thoughts and deeds, in Navajo 

life. To do so, we must first return to the concept of duality, where everything good in 

life exists alongside its opposite, both working together to comprise the whole of the 

universe. Farella relates this concept in terms of warfare (Farella 1984: 35). If a Navajo 

warrior kills someone during war, the act is viewed as part of hochxo. ff, through this 

same deed, the warrior acts bravely and is able to bring home some type of booty, the 

rewards are seen as part of hdzhd. Thus, the two terms and concepts "... are part of the 

same whole. They exist together, or neither one exists" (Farella 1984: 35). Going 

beyond warfare, Farella explains: 

One cannot define beauty unless there is ugliness to contrast it with. And here 
resides the basis for the ultimate failure of any dualistic position that attempts to 
maintain one side [harmony, for the Navajo]....You do away with one side of a 
contrasting set, and you of necessity eliminate its opposite (Farella 1984: 35-36). 

From this logic, understanding war as an "undesirable necessity" becomes easier. 

Peace cannot exist, or be realized as existing, unless the threat and possibility of war exist 

to define the absence of peace. If, therefore, one accepts the existence of peace and finds 

it a desirable state in which to live, one must also accept warfare's existence, and view it 
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as an undesirable state in which to live. Warfare, then, becomes undesirable because it 

brings chaos and disorder to life, yet necessary in that it allows its opposite, peace, to 

exist. 

Theoretically, one could maintain this ideology living in peace and neglecting 

warfare altogether. Life is not this simple, or benevolent, however, because it is lived by 

humans, and as the Navajo Origin Story reveals, humans are prone to err, leading to 

disharmony among people and destruction throughout the world.^ To survive in a world 

where war is inevitable, then, certain rules must be attached to it. Navajos must ensure 

that warfare does not become excessive for fear that it will consume the People's life, or 

that it will attract other evils such as ghosts and witchcraft. Navajo lore explains that this 

type of behavior led to the destruction of the previous worlds. War, then, should only be 

undertaken for certain reasons and in certain situations in order not to lead to the 

destruction of this world. These reasons are explained in the next section. 
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Chapter II 
Raiding, Retaliation, and Revenge: The Semantics of Navî o 'Warfare*' 

[W]here world history is taught, [it] is European history. It's not the world's 
history, it's just one group of people's history that says, that's how it is. But then 
that's how people lock themselves into one paradigm.... So that's why people 
have a hard time shifting their paradigm to look at things from the other side 
(Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

This statement by Johnson Dennison applies to much of the scholarship, especially 

historical, that has been conducted in America throughout the nearly 400 years Europeans 

have lived here. Too often in anthropological and historical smdies, non-Lidian scholars 

have ascribed, and still do occasionally, certain labels to indigenous institutions and 

practices that mean one thing in Western thought, yet have quite different meanings to 

the culture being studied. The problem with translation stems firom scholars observing 

events and occasions that have familiar Western counterparts, but do not carry the same 

ideological meanings across cultures. Nowhere is this concern more appropriate than in 

the area of Navajo history and warfare. 

In an informal discussion with Professor Aronilth, he clariHed that Navajo 

warfare was historically, and ideally, done only for purposes of defense. He explains that 

upon their arrival in the Southwest, the Spanish began taking Navajo men, women, and 

children as slaves.^ The Navajo then, in defense of their people, *took back what was 

rightfully theirs" (Wilson Aronilth, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). This practice of slave raid 

and reprisal, Aronilth says, was the original cause of conflict between the Spanish and 

Navajo, and led to its continuance for over 300 years (Wilson Aronilth, Tsaile, Arizona, 

2/8/99). 
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The cyclical nature of raiding between Navajos and nearby peoples allowed all 

parties involved to transition between predator and prey. Raiding never escalated to the 

point of annihilation of one's enemy, however, because that would limit the supply of 

goods available for the taking. Raiding, then, took on a ritual nature, coming to be rather 

accepted, if not simply expected, by the participants. Ritual warfare and raiding in this 

capacity, for Navajos as well as many other indigenous peoples, offered a low level of 

lethality. Historian Gwynne Dyer explains this in terms of war, but his assessment 

applies to Navajo raiding as well. He writes: 

... primitive warfare is not lethal, nor even very destructive, to the societies that 
indulge in it. Individuals get killed, a few at a time—mostly young males, who are 
both biologically and economically ±e most dispensable members of the tribe— 
but the society survives intact" (Dyer 1985: 9). 

Risking injury and death while exchanging goods through raiding offered opportunities 

for the participants to gain glory and prestige, but rarely did it reach the level of mass 

warfare bent on wiping out an enemy in entirety. 

Aronilth elaborated on the nature of the Navajo skirmishes, illustrating Johnson's 

earlier point, to say that historians and other authors have, for years, misnamed Navajos 

re-taking what was "rightfully theirs" as "raiding" when the actions more appropriately 

qualify as endeavors of "retaliation." Raiding, according to his logic, and supported by 

dictionary definition, carries an inference of one party initiating an attack on another, 

probably unsuspecting, group {Webster's IINew Riverside Dictionary 1996: 565). 

Applying this term to Navajo "raiding" expeditions is incorrect, as Aronilth claims, 

because it was not in the way of Navajo thought and action to be the first to raid others. 

The Navajo were simply re-acting to what the initial raiders had done. While this 
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contention is contested by certain other sources,^ it is a useful distinction in this thesis as 

a segue into why and when it would be appropriate for Navajos to go to war, or retaliate, 

or raid, or any action grouped under the umbrella of conflicts between humans. 

This exercise in semantics is essential for understanding how warfare and its 

associated enterprises were, and are, understood from a Navajo perspective. As Professor 

Aronilth alluded, the military engagements and violent conflicts that comprise so much of 

the literature on Navajo history are indistinctly referred to as both "warfare" and 

"raiding." When efforts are made to distinguish one from the other, the discerning 

characteristic scholars use is simply the size of the parties involved. No consideration is 

given to whether or not the small parties of Navajos who are described as "going to war" 

actually qualify as entities capable of waging "true war." Given the infrequent and rather 

low level destruction that resulted from Navajo raids, using the same term to describe 

Navajo conflicts as that applied to countries with more devastating military forces seems 

quite inappropriate.^® 

An equally consistent, and still somewhat inappropriate, habit of historians is to 

label the Navajo participants in these conflicts "warriors." According to Aronilth, 

Navajos, themselves, might not define what they were doing as war. In one particular 

dictionary definition, the word "war" pertains to something as specifrc as "Armed 

conflict between nations, states, or factions" to the generic idea of a "determined 

struggle," to the even more vague and all-encompassing "state of antagonism or discord" 

{Webster's II New Riverside Dictionary 1996: 762). All of these definitions share the 

conunonality of conflict, but differ in degree of severity. If this much incongruity exists 
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among English interpretations, one might think that the inconsistencies would accompany 

the words when translated into Navajo. This assumption, however, as both Johnson and 

Aronilth hint, is not necessarily accurate. 
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Chapter III 
Definitions of Warfare and Their Applicability to Navajo War 

Western thought generally divides warfare into two types, "true" and "primitive." 

Military engagements between two separate political/govemmental entities bent on 

achieving some type of political or territorial objective are usually pointed to as models 

of "tme war." Any battles fought for reasons other than the aforementioned are 

classifled, generally, as instances of primitive war. This categorization includes Navajo 

"warfare." As one might guess, this strict dichotomy between "true" and "primitive" war 

does not allow for very much deviation from the archetypes or for the evolutionary namre 

of warfare. Many debates have arisen among academicians over the years to determine 

not only which category a particular culture falls into but also whether or not the 

categories are correct and exhaustive interpretations of what war is and can be. 

Since this thesis is exclusively concemed with the Navajo type, or types, of 

warfare, it seems the matter of classifying it one way or another could be altogether 

avoided. Whatever "war" means to the Navajo would serve as its classifier. Limiting 

discussion in this manner, however, would be performing a disservice to the Navajo. 

Such an omission would, by default, pigeonhole Navajo warfare under "primitive 

warfare," when viewed by an outside audience. Including the term "primitive" infers that 

both the people and their institutions are/were something less than "civilized." Thanks to 

the modem theory of cultural relativism, this ignorant notion is recognized as wholly 

inaccurate and demeaning, yet it remains in some scholarly literature as a common 

descriptor of Native peoples. In an effort to rebuff this foolish notion and add a modicum 
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of clarity to the nature of Navajo warfare, I will examine warfare's categories and 

classiflcations to show that Navajo conflicts and raiding would be much better served by 

the term "ritual warfare." 

Malinowsid deflnes true war as "... an armed contest between two independent 

political units, by means of organized military force, in the pursuit of tribal or national 

policy" (Malinowski 1941: 523). His theory is shared, to a degree, by such like-minded 

theorists as Keith Otterbein^ and Harry Holbert Tumey-High.^° "Primitive warfare," he 

says in comparison, is limited to "Armed raids,... a type of man-hunting sport [done] for 

the purposes of head-hunting, cannibalism, human sacriHces, and the collection of other 

trophies" (Malinowski 1941: 541). When the two deflnitions are compared, Malinowski 

appears quite voracious in creating a dichotomy between "true" and "primitive" warfare 

to distinguish, it seems, between levels of cultural evolution. His second categorization 

makes cultures who would enter into conflict for any reason other than a political agenda 

seem primal and savage compared to more "developed," and deadly "true" war. If these 

definitions were left as the only two possibilities, indigenous and tribal people across the 

world would be relegated to "primitive warfare." Although this distinction has been a 

widely-accepted practice throughout academia, especially military history, it truly fails to 

grasp the culmral significance and intense meaning the practitioners of "primitive 

warfare" associate with their practice. 

More recent historians, such as Holm, break from the previous definitions, 

ascribing the term "ritual warfare" to what would be labeled by Malinowski, et al., as 

"primitive." Unlike Euro-Americans, for whom warfare held no benefit beyond 
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economic and political spoils, war "... for many tribes and supratribal confederacies,... 

was equally a physical and spiritual experience. Warriors were ritually prepared for and 

ceremonially returned from the battlefield" (Holm 1996: 22). War, for these peoples, was 

an event of the mind, body, and spirit. The possible gains and losses that might come 

from war, therefore, were in these realms as well. Holm writes,"... in Native North 

America, tribes and supratribal confederacies developed their own unique forms of 

combat and, in many cases, elevated ritual warfare into a kind of spirimal contest that 

almost defies definition in Western terms" (Holm 1996: 30). To quell any suspicion that 

this type of conflict should be classified in some way other than warfare. Holm adds, "In 

some cases, tribal combat was ritualized to the point of not really being true 

warfare....On the other hand, tribal battles could become extraordinarily bloody ..." 

(Holm 1996: 22). 

Holm's explanation implies that tribes practicing rimal warfare, such as the 

Navajo, show more appreciation for life's value and what it might mean for someone to 

risk it than do modem governments whose military objectives include total destmction 

and indiscriminate carnage. War, Holm reminds, involves life and life is precious. Even 

though the weaponry and tactics of indigenous warfare might be infmitely less 

destmctive than those of "trae" war wagers, the threat of death or bodily harm was real 

and understood. Dyer has this to say about the rigors of battle and the prescient qualities 

of soldiers: 

But most people all down through history have accepted killing in war as 
legitimate, paxtly because it is hallowed by tradition, but also because those who 
do the killing are themselves willing to sacrifice their lives. There is a heightened 
humanity, both good and bad, about the way soldiers behave in battle which 
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seems to transcend ordinary morality and place them in a special category (Dyer 
1985: xi). 

This appreciation of what can be gained and lost in war leads us back to the 

reason so many peoples have treated it as ritual. If societies with finite resources, human 

and other, were to wage frequent or large-scale wars, they would run the risk of dying 

out. When warfare is placed in a ritual capacity, though, rules and regulations develop, 

as with other religious practices, restricting its existence in terms of frequency and 

magnitude.^' Newcomb, Jr., although using the term "primitive," recognizes the ritual 

significance indigenous peoples attributed to warfare. Kroeber and Fontana include 

Newcomb's theory in their list of warfare descriptions, saying primitive warfare is "best 

understood as a type of conflict transitional between a peaceful state of affairs and 

'serious, deadly, competitive strife'" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 149-150). Practitioners 

of this type of warfare are forced by limited resources to fluctuate between extremes. 

Should any one conflict result in significant material or population loss, the existing 

social order and structure would be in jeopardyNavajos recognize the devastating 

implications of warfare. In order to keep the evil nature of warfare from reaching a level 

of irreversible excess they use rimal and ceremony to keep war under control. Recalling 

Harry Walters' advice about the power of the Sun, warfare, to Navajos, must be 

approached with great caution and respect. This said, let us return to the question of 

when and why Navajos would conduct raids and reprisals, better known as "ritual 

warfare." 
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Chapter IV 
Raiding 

Part (i): Function and Conduct 

Navajos rationalize raiding and warfare, or any similar actions under different 

names, as strictly defensive activities. According to Professor Aronilth, the Navajo were 

never the tirst to attack or raid another group, any action they took was always in 

retaliation for some prior offense (Wilson Aronilth, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). Navajo 

warfare served a dual purpose: to provide defense and protection. With these as their 

goals, groups of Navajo raiders who took proactive measures to achieve their objective 

felt justified in their actions. Many non-Navajo witnesses and historians, however, did 

not understand the cultural meaning behind Navajo warfare and labeled them warlike 

antagonists according to Western standards.^^ Some Navajos, Frank Mitchell for 

instance, strongly opposed any Navajo-initiated raiding and placed blame on these 

warriors for causing the tribe's imprisonment in 1864. Mitchell said: 

The Navajos started all of this [trouble] themselves by stealing things from other 
tribes. They used to go raiding through the country here; they raided the 
Mexicans from one direction. Apaches from another... That was the main thing 
that started all of that trouble, and that is why the People were rounded up and 
taken to Fort Sumner" (Frisbie and McAllester 1978: 14). 

This explanation may appear sensible to many people, Navajos and non-Navajos alike, 

but drawing conclusions without fully considering the cultural meaning of Navajo 

warfare leaves room for questioning. The dispute over which group drew first blood and 

is ultimately responsible for conflicts in history is an endless argument, one that may 
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never be resolved. The idea that warfare was altogether defensive in nature, however, 

remains critical to understanding how Navajos perceived war and why they practiced it. 

Tantamount to defense as the most important variable for raiding and warfare is the 

recurring theme of protection against any potential harm to the People, such as hunger. 

Harry Walters explained in his rattlesnake example that along with the ability to inflict 

harm, an animal (like man) possesses the know-how to use survival instincts to secure 

food. 

A rattlnesnake can't hear, but it has a tongue that is very sensitive. It can detect 
movement... .So it can park itself at a mouse trail and lay there for days and when 
the mouse comes right by it say, 'OK, let's go.' And then he follows that and 
that's how he gets his meal. That is how he uses that [power]....Protection is only 
second nature to him (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

The instinct that tells a snake to rattle its tail and hopefully ward off a threat is contained 

within the animal's need and ability to secure food—a form of protection. The Navajo, 

much like the snake, prefer to avoid trouble if possible, but use their inherent force when 

a situation demands that they provide sustenance for their people. This instinct is 

reactionary, but can turn proactive in efforts to sustain life. 

Raiding, or na'abaah, in Navajo thought, is a similar means of securing survival. 

It can be viewed as such in two different ways. By retaliating against a raid from an 

outside group, the Navajo are proactively defending themselves. In the first place they 

are reclaiming (or at least replacing) lost property such as livestock, food stores, and even 

people, thus bringing disharmonious elements back into order. In a secondary capacity, 

their retaliation raid sends a message to the initial offenders that the Navajo, too, can play 

the game. This second concept. Professor Denny warned, should not be construed as 
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simply flexing their tribal muscle to stave off future incursions (Avery Denny, Tsaile, 

Arizona, 2/9/99). 

Although the Navajo had the capability to carry out large-scale attacks, to the 

point of possibly annihilating their enemies, their objective in raiding was for very 

different reasons. Harry Walters explains: 

There's a story in Navajo that says that when they used to go raid into the Pueblos 
... they'd take com. The young men were going to take all of it, but the old man 
said, "No, leave some behind." And they said "Why?" And he says, so they can 
plant. So about this time next year we can come back and do the same thing again 
[laughs]. So, this is not, in most cases, to wipe out, annihilate your enemy (Harry 
Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Elimination of an enemy was not at all desired, as Walters demonstrates, because that 

would preclude acquiring future supplies from the enemy's fields and food supplies. 

Additionally, the namre of Navajo skirmishes with the Pueblos (most often the raiders 

were on horseback and could not feasibly carry large amounts of goods back home with 

them) kept the conflicts quite small in scale. For this reason, both sides could endure 

several cycles of raids and reprisals without suffering any great loss of life or resources. 

The emphasis on stealth and stealing rather than death and destruction likewise illustrates 

the ritually regulated qualities of combat and reflects the regard both sides had for human 

life. Navajos increased their wealth with goods taken on raids. The wealth, as will be 

shown later in this thesis, was needed to pay for ceremonies necessary to cleanse warriors 

who had been to battle. Keeping one's enemy alive and producing food, then, played into 

the ritual cycle of Navajo life. 

Along with agriculmre and animal husbandry as important parts of their 

subsistence strategy, by the mid-1800s Navajos were quite dependent on raiding as a 
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means of securing sustenance (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 21). Edward Spicer writes, "The 

making of a raid depended on the food needs of the various communities. The objectives 

were food, material goods, and captives to sell or use as slaves" (Spicer 1962: 215). 

Aside from the slaves, the food and material goods played a major part in acquiring 

surplus wealth with which to finance the post-war ceremonies mentioned in the previous 

paragraph. Outside periods of conflict (usually coinciding with periods of drought, 

thereby providing the impetus for Navajos to raid and protect their people against 

hunger), the Navajo and Pueblo found each other willing trading partners. Each side took 

full advantage of their mutual peace. A. F. Bandelier, in 1890, noted: 

"The Navahos fought the Pueblos nearly every year at one or more points, and the 
villages of the Jemez, for instance, were brought by them to the verge of utter 
ruin. But this did not preclude commercial intercourse, and the desultory warfare 
never grew into any attack on a larger scale, —at least not in past centuries" 
(Bandelier 1890: 176). 

The reluctance of Navajo raiders to wipe out their enemy is not due to any inferiority in 

population size or capability.^ Raiding was a means by which the Navajo survived. 

From within their expansive territory, they had many resources for their own use. Just as 

Navajos, themselves, appreciated these assets, so did the surrounding tribes and people. 

Ute, Mexican, and Spanish raiders participated in a system of cyclical raids and 

reprisals. These enterprises helped each side maintain their own livelihood while trying 

to develop as much on their own as they could. The more one side produced, however, 

the more the others would be enticed to make o^ with the excess. As historians like 

McNitt have documented well, the booty and plunder were not limited to food and 

material wealth. The slave trade provided as much incentive as did com, beans, sheep, or 
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horses. Like the exchange of such non-human goods, the slave trade also offered a sense 

of reciprocal theft. As Johnson Dennison explained; 

You know this raiding,... it falls into what we're talking about right now. They, 
American historians, look at Navajos as raiders, but then it's like what Harry 
Walters says. It's kind of like repayment from the Mexicans that came about on 
the Reservation. They took the slaves. They took the girls and boys as slaves. 
And then the Navajos would go back over there and take their horses and sheep. 
So as long as they take the horses and sheep, they come to take the slaves. As 
long as they do that they're both satisfied. So, that kept on for about 300 years. 
That's a long time, longer than our contemporary society [institutionalized slavery 
in the American South] (Johnson Deimison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

The impact of Spanish and American entrance into the Southwest has been so 

thoroughly documented by historians that any attempt here to even recap the more than 

300 years of interaction would be feeble at best. The topic, therefore, will be left to those 

who know it best and have previously explained it so well.^^ I will introduce the subject 

only to say that once Europeans and their ideas of Manifest Destiny and market 

economies arrived, the nature and purpose of Navajo raiding and warfare were 

irreversibly altered. 

Before European influence became pervasive throughout the Navajo homelands 

and surrounding territory, raids and wars between them and neighboring tribes could be 

classiHed quite correctly as "ritual warfare." After Spanish arrival, however, the 

frequency and types of conflict changed. Harry Walters explained the impact of this 

shift: 

Yeah, [before European contact] it was limited, you know. It was not a whole 
scale war, one nation going against the other. [This type of war] was mostly in 
times of famine, for food, and then for protection. But I think that after European 
contact, [war was conducted] for personal gain. All of these warrior societies 
became part of the culture. The land became to be an issue. So the whole thing 
changed from that time (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 
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Once Spanish desire for land became great enough, and they had garnered several 

factions of nearby tribes to help them, extermination and expulsion of the Navajo from 

Dinetah, the Navajo word for their sacred homeland, began. According to Walters, 

several Pueblo villages supplied auxiliaries to help track down Navajo groups, which led 

to either the People's deaths or imprisonment. This vindictive nature of once-ritual 

warfare altered the way war was waged by the Navajo. 

The Navajos began raiding the Pueblos ... because they sided with the Spanish. 
And so pretty soon, it came to be that anything you do to them is justlHed. And 
then ... raiding for revenge became part of the culture. You know, as I said, the 
idea of warfare changed because of the European notion of war and self-
enrichment.... Again, it was the total, overall thing, aggression, you know, of 
European against the Navajo, and particularly the Pueblos. So these are bad 
people anyway. They're evil, the things they do. The way they wage war was not 
in keeping with the idea of checks and balance. And, therefore, they are an evil 
that should be conquered (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

The alteration of Navajo-Pueblo relations hastened Navajos taking revenge for 

what the Pueblo had done to aid in the Navajos' subjugation. A system developed which 

moved outside the original model of raiding in rimalistic fashion. Revenge came to take 

the place of retaliation and was sanctioned whenever it could be exacted. The magnitude 

of warfare between the Navajo and whoever had supported others against them grew. 

Where killing during raids was once an abhorred act done only out of dire necessity, 

death in warfare became much more commonplace in the 1840s. Prior to the elevated 

levels of mortality during raids, Walters explains, killing was seen as something to be 

avoided if at all possible. 

If you can get away with it without being detected, that's the best raid. But when 
you are discovered and a fight ensues, you try to get away with doing less damage 
to the enemy. Sometimes you do that because in the process of killing an enemy. 
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that can also be harmful to you....And so you try not to come into contact with, 
especially touching, a dead enemy. So Navajos did not practice mutilation. So, 
that was the whole idea, but when the Europeans came that kind of 
changed....But then again, there was still this for protection. For protection and 
for survival was still a large part of it (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

To some Navajos, the world is understood as made specifically for them. It is up 

to the Navajo, therefore, to ensure that whatever evil or disharmonious influence is 

upsetting the natural balance of things is extinguished and brought under control. Cozy 

Stanley Brown, a Navajo veteran of World War n referenced this logic in explaining his 

decision to join the military and help the Americans. 

Long ago our elderly people had many bad hardships. Accordingly, I guess we 
decided to go to war and protect our people from having other hardships. We 
have done that by the way of our thinking and teaching, just like when we 
approach things that are new to us. That was when we though back about our 
people and our surroundings. I would think, 'I'm doing this for my people.' I 
believed what we did was right, and it was worth it. We protected the many 
American people, also the unbom children, which would be the generation to 
come. Now, I see young men and women, and I am glad for what I did for them. 
It was like the old saying of our elderly people, 'Only the Navajos had the whole 
world in their hands,' or 'the Navajos created the earth.' According to that, the 
Navajo people helped the American soldiers [at Guadalcanal], and the enemy 
never did overcome them. That was why I had faith and believed what our 
elderly people said (Begay 1977: 56). 

In historical accounts and reports regarding Plains Indian warfare, an association 

is often made between bravery and the possibility of death in battie. According to Navajo 

philosophy of war, and life in general, such an idea is absurd. As Harry Walters explains, 

to put oneself in danger, to come too close to the evil that is inherent in death, 

destruction, and the demise of one's life, is seen as venturing too far from the safe, 

peaceful confines of normality. He says: 

When you put your life on the line,... when you go into war, you are, everything 
that you are about in your person, physically and mentally, is in an evil state.... 
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That does not mean you're evil, but [one has gone] from the Blessingway, the 
hozho,... to the extreme Anaa ji [Enemy Way] It is still protection, but the 
extreme protection where you're going to sacrifice yourself if necessary.... You're 
going to go in there at all costs, and in the process you're going to defy the namral 
order... .That is against Sa 'ah NaghdiBik'eh Hozhoon. [This] philosophy ... says 
that you live your life to the fullest....And then, so, you have to be cleansed from 
that state. You have to be taken back from that and put back in the perspective of 
Sa'ah Naghdi Bik'eh Hozhoon....So you have to bring [life] back into 
[harmony].... Now, that's what that [Enemy Way] ceremony is for (Harry 
Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

This description of how Navajo philosophy views traveling between the realms of 

peace and warfare is a pillar on which this thesis rests. Warfare, to Navajos, is not 

desired. It is not sought out. It is not waged carelessly for material gains and wealth. 

The spiritual danger that one faced when going to war is enough to require serious mental 

and physical preparation. The evil that Walters mentioned surrounds war and all related 

aspects. Nothing about warfare may be taken lightly without being followed by 

tremendous repercussions. This feeling and idea are easily perceived from Walters' 

above quote in which he makes clear that war is an intrusion into peaceful life. War is a 

state of affairs so filled with dangerous power and that one's mind and spirit must be 

pulled back from it, lest they remain there in excess causing massive disharmony. 

The next part goes into more detail regarding an individual's spiritual and mental 

preparations for warfare, as well as the ritualistic purification one must undergo upon 

returning. The ceremony to which Walters refers, the Enemy Way, Anaa 'ji, is a major 

part of this cleansing and should be regarded as one of the most consequential ceremonies 

in Navajo life. It is also one of the most studied and described ceremonies in scholarship 

on the Navajo. 
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Part (ii): Anaa'jiy The Enemy Way Ceremony 

Several recognized scholars go into much more detail regarding the Enemy Way 

ceremony than is feasible or necessary here (see Haile 1938, 1945; Franciscan Fathers 

1910, and Guernsey 1920). Their descriptions are thorough to the point that any similar 

effort on my part would only be a re-hashing of the aforementioned scholars' work. The 

ceremony's importance in relation to warfare, however, cannot be over-emphasized. I 

will, therefore, provide some commentary on the Enemy Way. Out of deference to the 

other authoritative sources, my mention of the Enemy Way will be limited to a brief 

description of the ceremony and some commentary on its purpose. 

The Enemy Way is performed "to destroy the influence of the ghosts of foreigners" 

(Haile 1938: 26) with whom Navajo "patients" have come into contact and by whom they 

are being adversely affected. The ceremony, historically, has been most often associated 

with returning warriors and veterans. As Haile writes, however, 

... the disappearance of war and raid [did] not necessarily spell the discontinuance 
of the rite. What has acmally been done is that the term "warrior" has been 
liberally interpreted in order to meet peace conditions. Functionaries, like the 
singes, the scalp-taker, or the strewer of ashes, must be warriors. Yet they need 
not have been in actual warfare, but must have had the rite performed for their 
benefit which, at present, is quite sufficient "to have seen the enemy" (Haile 
1938: 25). 

The Enemy Way's curative powers extend well beyond ills resulting from warfare, 

though, and are quite useful in cleansing Navajos from any foreign influence, real or 

imaginary (Franciscan Fathers 1910: 374). Haile exlains: 

Let us remember, when we speak of the War Dance, that the Navahos alone are 
"the People" and dine means "the Navaho" as a tribe or people, and "a Navaho" as 
opposed to a Zuni, Mexican, American, Japanese, Chinese, or Russian. All of 
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these are ['anaa'] 'enemies', and Navahos don't care about the country which gives 
these enemies their specific names" (Haile 1945: 5-6). 

The Enemy Way ceremony, versions of which may last several days, incorporates 

many participants from both within and without the patient's family. The major phases of 

the ceremony are all encompassed by ritual. These phases include: gathering the 

rattlestick and ceremonially preparing it, the patient and "stick bearer" delivering ±e 

rattlestick to a designated "stick receiver" (preferably someone from the same clan as the 

patient to avoid the necessary payment given to a stick carrier), exchanging gifts among 

the patient's camp and that of the stick receiver, blackening the patient with a mixture of 

herbs, weeds, and tallow, a mock battle performed against an enemy scalp (or some 

representation thereof), and the nights of singing and dancing which are concluded when 

the singer, or performer, of the Enemy Way, instructs everyone to live "in a holy way" for 

four days at which time they should all undergo a sweat bath before returning to life as 

usual (Haile 1938: 223-245). 

The Enemy Way, or Squaw Dance as it is more popularly known to outsiders, has 

remained an important aspect of the Navajo ceremonial system. It is still performed 

frequently today for veterans and civilians alike to cure them from harmful outside 

influences. Additionally, due to its communal nature and the large number of 

participants involved, the Enemy Way helps restore social harmony throughout the local 

community and among all who participate in and attend the ceremony's various rituals. 
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Chapter V 
Navajo Raiding and Warfare: Exercises in Ritual 

Ritual components of Navajo warfare exist in three stages; prior to leaving on an 

expedition; while traveling through enemy territory and carrying out the raid; and in 

returning back to home, community, and peaceful normalcy, or hdzhd. Historically, if the 

Navajo suffered a raid, thereby losing property or people, the scale of order and chaos 

tipped toward chaos. This imbalance, even though only very slight, given the small-scale 

of historical raiding, would, if not rectified, result in some form of personal, social, or 

spiritual problems. For this reason, the Navajos were forced through their cosmological 

sense of duality to form a raiding party to either recover the stolen goods, or replace them 

with a comparable amount of booty. 

Though their goal was that of obtaining material goods taken under extreme 

secrecy, the Navajo raiders faced the possibility that they would be detected and a fight 

would ensue. If this happened, the raiders would do all in their power to escape 

unharmed, but were forced sometimes to stand and fight. 

Well, a successful raid is where you go and get what you wanted, what goods 
[and] captives. And if you get away without anyone getting killed or hurt, this is 
the best At the same time if you're not detected, if you're not discovered, you 
know, that's the best. But in case you're discovered and a fight ensues, and you 
kill some of them, but all of your people get away safe, that's also good. But it's 
not the best Because in the process of killing enemies, you have put yourself in a 
position that will,... that might cause you some problems later on in your life 
because you have committed a death of an enemy or an alien (Harry Walters, 
Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

Knowing there was a chance of having to face death and possibly inflict it, 

Navajo raiders underwent certain procedures before going on an expedition. Of primary 
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importance in these preparations was the Blessingway ceremony, or songs and prayers 

taken from it. Raiders used the Blessingway to protect their well-being and good fortune, 

but it could easily be considered a "utility" ceremony for the many protective functions it 

performs. Leland Wyman, an authority on the subject, writes: 

No matter what the specific occasion is, the aim ultimately is "for good hope," for 
good luck, to avert potential misfortune, to obtain the blessings which man needs 
for a long and happy life....It knows a solution or dismrbing dreams and fancies. 
In social affairs it strengthens leaders. In religious affairs it adjusts mistakes and 
errors. It provides a powerful medicine to acquire the comforts of life. It makes 
the goal in life—old age—a possibility" (Wyman 1970: 8). 

In addition to the Blessingway as a precautionary measure, if combat seemed 

likely, a ceremony called 'Talking One Into the Ground" was done in which one 

"...called upon the deities that stand for war to aid you in this and to defeat and kill the 

enemy" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99).^® In this capacity, the warrior was 

confident of his own abilities and that those of his would-be enemy were diminished. 

The ritual nature of raiding and its preparation stem from the understanding that 

what the person is about to do is in great contrast to the peace and tranquility of hdzhd. 

They are entering into a realm where things might be done which, in normal 

circumstances, would cause great negative repercussions to themselves and those around 

them. Raiding and warfare, then, were undertaken only when necessary and never 

without reason. Venturing into the realm of evil where war resides forces one to "put 

[oneself] out of context, out of the natural order (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 

2/10/99). Should this enterprise be undertaken for some reason other than necessity, such 

as raiding to increase, not just maintain, one's wealth, great harm would surely be 

forthcoming (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 
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Ronald Kurtz (1969), in his study of Canyoncito Navajo social roles, Hnds the 

avoidance of raiding and warfare to be somewhat more of an ideal than a practice, and 

one to which not all Navajos adhered. As the possibility of acquiring wealth and prestige 

increased through the interaction of Navajos with outsiders (both in trading and war), so 

did opposition between rich and poor Navajos. Kurtz maintains that wealthy, and thus 

somewhat influential, Navajos desired peace with their outside neighbors in order to 

maintain their already established social and financial security. In opposition to these 

"Headmen" were lower class warriors who "... lacked the prestige of extended family 

heads and the wealth needed to increase status. They hoped to increase their wealth by 

raiding other peoples" (Kurtz 1969: 96). These roles were often in opposition, according 

to Kurtz, because Headmen would make alliances with the Anglos, Americans, and 

Hispanics whom the raiders desired as targets (Kurtz 1969: 90). 

Much of the literature supports the occurrence of this type of proactive raiding, as 

does Professor Walters. He reminds, however, that "... to be a warrior is to be a 

protector... .And very often ... what happened is that these warriors, these great warriors, 

when they got older wold become medicine men and then they would get wealthy" 

(Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). That aspect of raiding, Walters says, is rarely 

mentioned in historical and other works. 

In addition to sacred rituals used to prepare for raiding and warfare, there were 

various rules and regulations the raiders had to follow while out in enemy territory. As 

Walters mentioned, stealth was valued above all during a raiding expedition. This 

secrecy included, but was not limited to, physical and linguistic restraints. As Hill 
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explains, even the thoughts of Navajos on a raid were controlled, lest they bring 

misfortune to the entire party. Restrictions were placed on sleeping, urination, and line of 

sight among other things (Hill 1936: 7, 13).^^ Language, in particular, was altered when 

traveling through the enemy's country. Names of animals, plants, and the enemy at hand 

all had different names or terms by which they were called. This type of language was 

used only away from the warriors' homes for fear that mentioning them in one's own 

territory might actually result in warfare, or the particular enemy, coming to them (Hill 

1936: 12). 

Conduct during the actual raiding phase of an expedition is described quite often 

in the literature. Presumably, this is because it was the most obvious thing about a raid. 

As one might expect, horses and other animals were stolen along with supplies of crops 

and foodstuffs of many varieties. The mode of Navajo raiding was not unique to them, in 

comparison to other southwestern tribes, save their own unique physical and linguistic 

limitations. There is some mention by Hill, however, that raids on the Pueblo were 

undertaken in a specific manner. "... the general procedure was to break into the houses 

and kill the adult men and women and babies" (Hill 1936: 15). This "technique" of 

indiscriminate carnage seems highly unlikely, though, among people to whom killing and 

death were anathema. Walters, in discussing when an Enemy Way ceremony was 

appropriate, provides more reason to doubt that premeditated murder was a factor in 

Navajo raiding and warfare, especially against the Pueblo. Enemy Way ceremonies are 

performed, Walters explains, when Navajos have wimessed an enemy's or alien's death. 
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"Since he's not related to you, there's no harm in that [performing the Enemy Way]," but 

Pueblos and Apaches are considered, to a degree, distant relatives. 

In the past, Navajos had skirmishes with the Pueblos and they killed them, even 
with Apaches. And then you treat them just like a Navajo death. You don't have 
the Enemy Way ... because through the clan [system], you see, there is Pueblo in 
all of us... .If you do that [perform that ceremony], you do that to the Navajos and 
that's witchcraft—^sorcery" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

Some sources mention that a common Navajo raiding tactic was to draw a 

village's fighting men away from their homes, corrals, and goods, thereby facilitating 

plunder, yet minimizing combat (Mary Willie, Tucson, Arizona, 2/4/99; Reeve 1958:46). 

From the information given by current interviewees, this practice, in contrast to Hill's 

description, seems much more probable. Unless the Navajo had a reason for special 

vengeance against a Pueblo, it seems more likely that they would have acted in a similar 

manner to their raids on the Mexicans. As Luomala recorded, "The Navaho stole the 

Mexicans' sheep, but refrained from completely aimihilating the enemy because, so they 

said, they wished to leave a few as shepherds to raise more flocks for the Dene [sic]" 

(Luomala 1938: 26). 

What holds importance for my research, and what aided in its inception, is the 

lack of discussion given to the meaning of the actions during raids. It may, at this point, 

seem obvious that death was avoided at all costs, but existing accounts of Navajo raiding 

and warfare do not make this abundantly clear. Although raids were undertaken with the 

idea of retaliation or retribution, their goal was not to destroy. Neither the destruction of 

people nor property would benetit the Navajo raiders. Given the association of male 

characteristics with danger, evil, and forces of destruction, some degree of vengeance 
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might be expected, but this was hardly the norm. Harry Walters explained the concept of 

revenge against one's enemy:^® 

BS: If someone killed a member of your family and you went to war to avenge 
them, would it mean killing someone else? 

HW: Yes. 

BS: It would have to be? It couldn't just be, stealing their horses? That 
wouldn't be enough? 

HW: No. Well, if you go in there and steal all his property, that is revenge.... 
And to go in there and steal all his com, destroy his cornfield, you know he's 
going to starve. So evenmally that is revenge. But at all times you try not to 
come into contact with the enemy if that is possible because you come into 
contact with death and that would be harmfiil. You only do that when you are 
protecting. 

BS: But then there were expeditions specifically going out to... 

HW: Revenge, yes. But even then you don't go with the idea of killing many 
people? 

BS: Without killing many people. Just maybe one? 

HW: No. You still try to get his livestock, at first. If you can get away without 
killing them, that would be fine. 

BS: That would be the ultimate goal then? 

HW: Yes. Because to the Navajo, anything like rape ... or if you kill a member 
of the family, you have to pay that family back with property... .[Raiding is] the 
same thing. It's justified like that. I guess in our system [modem America, its...] 
the same way. If somebody kills someone, you sue them for millions of dollars. 
And you get their money and you're satisfied (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 
2/8/99). 

As Walters alludes, the Navajo system of justice and retribution is not necessarily 

concerned with retaliation or imprisonment. What is more important is that some type of 

compensation be given to the family to make up for their loss. Kluckhohn and Leighton 
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explain that payment in historic times often consisted of slaves or livestock (Kluckhohn 

and Leighton 1962: 298). In this way, the victim's family is recompensed and no more 

blood on either side need be shed. 

In light of this information and viewpoint, Navajo raiding can be seen from a new 

perspective. Navajo raiders, who, as Haile recorded, "... in recent historic times were 

described as marauders, who sought every favorable opportunity for pouncing upon 

unprotected Pueblo and Spanish settlements, in order to replenish their supplies of food, 

livestock, and slaves" (Haile 1943: 60), conceived of themselves as enactors of justice. 

They "took back what was rightfully theirs" and set the world back in good order (Wilson 

Aronilth, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Once a raid had finished, either when enough goods had been taken or too much 

physical injury had been suffered by the party, procedures for exiting an enemy's country 

remained much the same as those for entry. A particularly cautionary ritual, drawing a 

boundary line behind the raiders over which the enemy could not cross, aided the return 

of the party into familiar territory (Hill 1936: 16). Back in their sacred homeland, certain 

measures had to be taken (such as the Enemy Way), and particular rites observed, to 

prevent the taint of death in battle and contact with outsiders from affecting the people. 

Unlike other tribes, especially the Plains Indian nations who celebrate their 

bravery and accomplishments during warfare, Navajos view going to war as defying the 

natural and desired order. Navajo philosophy, according to Harry Walters, directs that: 

[Life] should be balance. You should do everything in your power not to have 
anything disturb this balance... .War is one of those things that can upset that, you 
know... .And so when you go to war, when you come back you have the Enemy 
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Way ceremony as quickly as possible so that this order can be reestablished ... 
and make it work together like that (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Even if the raid goes well—that is, no one is injured or detected and many goods 

are taken—there is no celebration. To have to travel within the realm of evil is not to be 

glorified. Restoration of harmony would be the goal of any raid, so accomplishing that is 

reward enough. After war has been conducted, disassociating oneself from the possible 

adverse ramifications of warfare takes on paramount importance. Post-warfare ritual 

purification is necessary to ensure that the ghosts of the enemy are dead and did not come 

back with the warriors to pollute the land. When asked if there was ever a ceremony used 

as a means of celebrating war, or even a warrior's return from a successful raid, Walters 

scathingly replied: 

Victory? There is no victory! That's not the way we call victory. The closest 
thing that it would come to would be the Enemy Way. But then again, it's a 
puri^cation, a healing. Because you have drawn the enemy's blood. You have 
blood on you. To purify you, that is when the enemy are called, in the song. But 
it's not a victory. It's a puriHcation (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/9/99). 

This response epitomizes how warfare is viewed from a Navajo perspective. 

Whenever waged, war carries serious consequences. The most inunediate of these 

consequences is the possibility that death or serious physical injury will occur. Less 

obvious are the mental illnesses one may acquire through the traiuna associated with 

fighting and killing. Even less conspicuous to individuals, yet more momentous to the 

population at large, is the spiritual imbalance of the world. Navajo tradition and lore 

demonstrate that this disharmony, if left uncorrected, could lead to destruction of the 

world.^' By performing a post-war Enemy Way ceremony, however, both the individual 
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warrior and his community are cleansed of war's taint, restoring peace and order to their 

lives. 

What compensation, then, exists for those who seiflessly go into battle knowing 

what consequences their actions might bring? The next chapter discusses this question in 

regard to the personal, familial, conununal, social, and spiritual rewards that are made 

available to successful Navajo raiders and warriors. 
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Chapter VI 
Rewards for Navajo Warriors: Peace, Prosperity, and Prestige 

The previous chapter examined how warfare was needed to keep order throughout 

the world and universe. Warriors, by entering into battles, going on retaliatory raids, and 

defending their people when attacked, helped ensure that they, their families, and their 

communities would survive. They secured peace and acquired goods to make up for 

assumed and actual past thefts of their own property. Harry Walters explains the 

justification of retaliation raids: "You've got to protect your family from whoever did it 

the first time" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). In doing so, though, the warriors 

met great hardships through the physical rigors of war and their spiritual journey to chaos 

and back. The Enemy Way ceremony, however, made their successfiil re-entry into 

society was made more likely, if not altogether secure. Additional or repetitive Enemy 

Way ceremonies were occasionally needed (up to four) to completely restore a warrior to 

good health, which could become quite cosdy. Questions arise, then, regarding what 

other factors motivated warriors to go to war. What besides restoration of harmony made 

Navajo men take the chances they did in war? The next section examines the spoils of 

Navajo warfare to see what material, social, and other factors combined to form an 

incentive to undertake warfare. 

War has been described as an element of life that is undesirable, an intrusion into 

daily, peaceful affairs which is to be avoided if at all possible.'^ Yet its presence in the 

world means it will eventually have to be faced. Although years and decades may pass 

without any conflict, the dual nature of the universe ensures that it will arise occasionally. 
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After all, without war what does it mean to have peace? Seen in this manner, war is truly 

a necessity. In Navajo philosophy, a good man is one who protects his family, provides 

for their health and well-being, and is respected throughout his community. Harry 

Walters explains: to be "... a great provider means to be healthy and ... to be 

knowledgeable in hunting,... in agriculture ... and in ceremonies. These are to be a 

provider, you know, to have strength" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). In a 

letter from Tiana Bighorse to Noel Bennett, the editor of Gus Bighorse's (Tiana's father) 

biography, she explained the strength necessary to be a Navajo warrior 

In Navajo, a warrior means someone who can get through the snowstorm when no 
one else can. In Navajo, a warrior is the one that doesn't get the flu when 
everyone else does—the only one walking around, making a fire for the sick, 
giving them medicine, feeding them food, making them strong to fight the flu. In 
Navajo, a warrior is the one who can use words so everyone knows they are part 
of the same family. In Navajo, a warrior says what is in the people's hearts. 
Talks about what the land means to them. Brings them together to fight for it 
(Bighorse 1990: xxiv). 

A man's "strength," both physical and ceremonial (spiritual), help him to be 

successful in raiding and warfare (Johnson E>ennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). The 

greater the success, then, the greater the amount of raiding rewards one brought home. A 

strong ability to obtain goods was also seen as a sign of supernatural approval. The 

warrior had been living right, so he was rewarded. It has been said that individuals on a 

raid preferred a small party so that their portion of the bounty would be that much 

greater. This preference may be seen by some as greed for personal aggrandizement, and 

accused by others as witchcraft, but that is far firom the truth. There was certainly a 

desire to make sure one had enough supplies for oneself and relatives, but reaping 

rewards had value beyond one's personal desire for wealth. Limited wealth was useful as 
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a form of economic security and also afforded individuals mild opportunities to boast. 

Being able to acquire wealth and then distribute it among one's people aided a warrior in 

becoming a peace chief, or headperson of an outfit. As Kluckhohn notes, however, 

.. to take the attainment of riches as the chief aim of life is universally condemned" 

(Kluckhohn 1949: 374-75). A leader who shared his own wealth demonstrated that he 

had the community's best interests in his heart. He would truly be considered a provider, 

then, and protector of the People. 

The extended family and kinship system of the Navajo placed heavy 

responsibilities on the more wealthy individuals to share their abundance with their 

relatives. According to Kluckhohn, "The members of a well-off family must also spend 

freely,... but all wealth is desired for this purpose and for security rather than as a means 

of enhancing the power and glory of specific individuals" (Kluckhohn 1949: 376). 

Success as a provider has always been dependent on skills in hunting and herding, but up 

until the 1860s, one could also benefit by being adept in raiding. Any and all of these 

were needed to adequately provide for the People and be looked upon as a "good man." 

In a capacity quite different from providing sustenance to one's kin, the Navajo 

system of internal justice required individuals to acquire surplus goods, if possible, to use 

as payment for various offenses.'*' As Dean Johnson IDennison pointed out, these 

settlements sometimes came in the form of material or human payments (Johnson 

Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). Raiding, then, for slaves and other goods, had 

implications beyond one's inmiediate family's well-being. Should a Navajo commit a 

crime such as murder against another Navajo, Draconian justice did not ensue. Instead, 
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the transgressor or his family would be required to pay an amount that was deemed 

comparable to the victim's family's loss by a responsible party, usually an elder or group 

of elders (Johnson E)ennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). In describing how slaves might 

be used in this way, Dennison says: 

If I take you as a slave for myself, I'm not going to treat you as a slave like you 
work for me, but yes you'd do that for a while. And then later on you'd have a 
family and then you have all the rights, you can learn ceremonies or do whatever 
you want to do. But then when there's a time when somebody asks me to make 
payments to that person because either I rape or kill someone, and they ask me to 
pay and I don't have valuables. Then ... I will take you and say here is this man 
here. Take him as your husband, you can take him as your child. I think slaves 
have real high status among the Navajos, [more so] than in any other culmres 
(Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

Even in slavery, the Navajo regard for life is demonstrated through their reluctance to 

treat others in an inferior manner. One can only wonder, however, what the slaves' 

perspective would be. The existence, today, of several Navajo clans that originated from 

inter-marriage with captives such as the Coyote Pass People, Ma'ii deeshgiizhnii*' the 

Mexican Clan, Naakaii dine 'e, and the Ute Clan, Nodda 'i dine 'e, demonstrates the long-

term effects of the Navajo regard for slaves. Unfortunately for those Navajos who served 

as slaves to other cultures, historical research reveals that Navajo slaves were not often 

accorded the same hospitality (McNitt 1972: 13-17). 

Similar to the benefits of using war spoils as repayments for transgressions among 

one's own people, successful raiders were more able than unsuccessful ones to hold and 

host various ceremonies. Wealth with which to provide ceremonies, to which 

Kluckhohn's earlier quote alludes, brought a degree of prestige to the individual and 

family who could afford to pay for such long and complex services. Not only did the 
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medicine men who perfonned the ceremonies charge a hefty price but the cost of feeding 

all who attended and participated in them could reach small fortunes. As Kluckhohn and 

Leighton explain; 

The fees and gifts to the officiating personnel are but part of the financial burden 
on the patient's family. Baskets, buckskins, herbs, and other equipment must be 
purchased. All who attend must be fed. Sometimes, on the Hnal night of one of 
the great chants, several thousand spectators must be provided with bread, mutton, 
and coffee. All ceremonials, therefore, are costly, and some are very expensive 
indeed. Consequently, poor or only moderately prosperous families are 
sometimes rendered bankrupt by the need to provide a succession of ceremonials 
for ailing family members ... (Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962: 227). 

If for some reason, a member of a family did not assist in paying the cost of such a 

ceremony, they would run the risk of being accused as a witch, even by their own 

relatives (Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962: 227). Acquiring wealth, then, can be seen as 

necessary to afford the required ceremonies. Gaining too much wealth, or hoarding one's 

possessions, however, would be detrimental, attracting contempt from one's community 

and possibly leading to the ultimate punishment—ostracism. 

Apart from the cost and healing aspects of ceremonies, simply the fact that they 

were given is quite important. Harman cites Radcliffe-Brown's theory that, "the religious 

ceremonial system of a society strengthens unity by expressing the sentiments common to 

all" (Harman 1964: 109). He quotes Radcliffe-Brown: "The social function of the rites is 

obvious: by giving solemn and collective expression to them the rites reaffirm, renew and 

strengthen those sentiments on which social solidarity stands" (Radcliffe-Brown in 

Harman 1964:109). Along the same lines, Alexander and Dorothea Leighton mention 

the "psychotherapeutic effects" that reach well beyond the patient, affecting all who are 

present at the ceremony in a socially cohesive, healing manner (Leighton and Leighton in 
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Harman 1964: 110)/^ In this way, raiding and warfare serve to strengthen social bonds. 

The evils of war require cleansing through the Enemy Way ceremony that involves much 

of the conmiunity outside of the warrior's own family. As a result, not only is the warrior 

cleansed but also harmony is re-established among his people. 

Among Navajos, individual wealth gained through raiding does not remain in that 

person's sole possession very long. Navajo social and ceremonial systems ensure that an 

individual's success will extend throughout the community, thereby positively a^ecting 

the family, outfit, clan, and larger population. The ability of an individual's actions to 

benefit the larger society, even unintentionally, is truly what the culmral authorities of 

Dine College and sundry other noted scholars mean when they say, to be a good man 

means to be a good provider. Taking this idea further, by providing such ceremonies, the 

hosts are simultaneously contributing to their own protection and that of others. With 

these ceremonies, the belief system of the people stays alive, functioning, and is 

constandy reaffirmed through the consummate cooperation of its individual participants. 

In this collective capacity, cultural continuance is the Hnal reward of Navajo raiding and 

warfare. 
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PART TWO: KROEBER AND F(»4TANA'S HYPOTHESIS THE ORIGINS AND FUNCTIONS 
OF INDIGENOUS WARFARE APPLIED TO THE NAYAJO 

Chapter VO 
Kroeber and Fontana's Hypothesis 

An 1857 attack by a large group of Quechan Indians (also referred to as "Yuman" in 

the literature) on a settlement of Gila River Pimas and their Maricopa**^ allies, is claimed 

by Clifton Kroeber and Bernard Fontana to have been "the Last Major Battle Between 

American hidians'^ (Kroeber and Fontana 1986). The authors detailed this conflict in 

their book Massacre on the Gila, explaining how the clash came about and the cultural 

and historical context behind the troubled relations between the groups. In researching 

when, where, and how the battle took place, the scholarly duo realized that an additional 

step needed to be taken to adequately and completely cover the battle. They sought to 

uncover the "ultimate, primary sources or causes rather than immediate causes" of the 

war (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 165). Their most conspicuous objective was to uncover 

what factors precipitated the fight between Yuman and Piman groups. They went on to 

consider what the ultimate causes of warfare might be for these tribes, and for tribal 

societies in general. 

Kroeber and Fontana's theory, as they explain it, is most pertinent to warfare 

among Lower Colorado tribes, but can be extrapolated somewhat to other tribes in similar 

social, political, and economic conditions. They believe that warfare, or at least its 

escalation, is a product of some cultural shift which resulted in inequity between the 

sexes. Among Lower Colorado River tribes, the authors believe, men ended up usurped 

by the shift and used warfare as a means to re-establish their self-esteem and utility to 
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society. Through war, men could secure a place for themselves within their communities 

and gain importance through by social status. 

Kroeber and Fontana build a framework for ±eir theory by summarizing the existing 

hypotheses on the origins of war, especially indigenous war. They provide brief 

synopses of several models and theoretical explanations for war, but admit that because 

so many different ideas exist, frustration is likely when trying to come to some sort of 

cohesive conclusion. Kroeber and Fontana caution, "Anyone working through the 

plethora of published materials concerning warfare and its causes is a candidate for 

despair." The authors continue their admonishment, saying, "The proposals, and even 

attempts to classify proposals, have been so numerous and so disparate as to make one 

feel the subject lies beyond human comprehension" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 164). 

To avoid redundancy of the scholars' own summary of warfare theories, this thesis will 

not attempt to lay out the spectrum of warfare hypotheses.'*^ Instead, I will discuss 

certain seminal paradigms of other scholars which either lend support for Kroeber and 

Fontana's thesis or from which the authors diverge, thus helping explain how they came 

to their own unique conclusions. 

The suggestions of academics such as Andrew Vayda and Marvin Harris"® that 

certain generalizations about warfare's origin need to be made in order to understand war 

on a global scale served as one impems for Kroeber and Fontana to extend their 

conclusions beyond the origins of Yuman warfare. Furthermore, the authors use 

Newcomb, Jr. (1960) and Quincy Wright (1942) to help qualify the scope of their study 

£u-ound types of warfare commonly referred to as "primitive war," and what I have 
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referred to as "ritual war." Similarly, Kroeber and Fontana use Otterbein's contention 

that warfare be labeled as such only so long as it exists between distinct political 

communities rather than small-scale tension between individuals. This definition 

certainly includes the type of war, and raiding as a type war, that Navajos waged, but 

stops short of Malinowski's label of ritual warfare as a type of head-hunting sport. Also 

paramount to Kroeber and Fontana's research are the ideas of Forde (1931) and Fathauer 

(1954)'*^ that the causes of war for any given people are best researched and more likely 

to be found by studying the system of values within a particular culture. According to 

this position, answers to why people do the things they do are related to what abilities, 

functions, and principles are valued and reinforced by their culture."*® 

Kroeber and Fontana feel that previous attempts failed to respond to the one 

overwhelmingly obvious factor in war—that "the conduct of war is quintessentially a 

male occupation" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 165). Kroeber and Fontana, then, focus on 

this observation that men are the predominant purveyors of war. The authors do not deny 

that women also participated in warfare, but they maintain that war was, and is, 

predominately a male responsibility and occupation.'*' They are careful not to imply that 

women are any less capable of tighting to defend themselves, their families, and their 

homes; history and physiology have proven this point. Neither do the authors claim that 

men are instinctively more aggressive and prone to acts of violence, thus ruling out a 

biological or genetic predisposition towards men. What the authors propose is that 

warfare owes its origins to an imbalance between "the sex divisions of respected societal 

roles which resulted when males became less essential as hunters and gatherers" (Kroeber 
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and Fontana 1986: 171). As an example of this evolutionary transition, Kroeber and 

Fontana examine the Neolithic Revolution when hunting and gathering societies switched 

to a more agricultural base, or to agrarian-pastoral hybrids as in the case of the Navajo. 

The authors do not limit their explanation of the phenomenon of war as a masculine 

realm to only a shift in economy, but propose that anytime there is a shift in society that 

places more importance on one gender than the other, the lesser-appreciated gender will 

work to make itself valuable once again. 

Turning to the example involving the Neolithic Revolution, Kroeber and Fontana 

contend that men, previously considered essential in supplementing the family's food 

supply through hunting and wide-range gathering, became less necessary once 

agricultural siupluses began supplanting the need to rove in search of game.^° The worth 

of males decreased once it was discovered that women could essentially do all that was 

necessary to maintain survival (i.e. bear children, plant crops, and harvest). Marvin 

Harris wrote about this idea in relation to the Maring of South America: "As far as food 

is concerned, the Maring men are like the pigs: They consume much more than they 

produce. The women and children would eat better if they concentrated on raising pigs 

instead of men" (Harris 1978: 60). 

Males, of course, were quite capable of producing food stores, and helpful in 

maintaining them, but when reduced to an abstract level, their usefulness beyond aiding 

in procreation was severely diminished. Harris points to the Tsembaga of South America 

to show that only a few males are actually needed among small populations to sustain a 

society for many years. He writes, "Even if 75 percent of the adult males were killed off 
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in one big battle, the surviving females could easily make up the deficit in a single 

generation" (Harris 1978: 59). Men were forced, then, by pride and fear of extinction 

through disuse, to find other means by which they could prove their necessity to society 

and reaffirm their self-esteem.'' Dyer explains war as such an opportunity: 

Within the traditional small hunting band, where man and women both provided 
food and the center of power was the individual family, the effective political 
power of women was probably not much less than that of men. But in the new 
tribal societies, where military considerations were paramount and warriors made 
the important decisions collectively, women were automatically excluded from 
power, for men could be warriors, and women—at least at that time—could not 
(Dyer 1985: 8). 

The authors do not limit societal shifts that promote males to seek warfare as 

being always economical in nature. Any means of creating imbalance could have this 

kind of effect. Neither do they contend that warfare was non-existent prior to the 

Neolithic Revolution, citing evidence for the frequency and magnitude of warfare in 

Paleolithic societies.'" Instead, they use economic change to illustrate one possible 

explanation for a shift in "respected societal roles," resulting in warfare's becoming 

strictly a male domain, and one that has persisted into modem times (Kroeber and 

Fontana 1986: 170-71). 

Some theorists, Kroeber and Fontana recognize, might look at warfare's rise after 

the Neolithic Revolution as a response to more desirable plunder becoming available to 

raiders. Kroeber and Fontana agree this might have led to an increase in raiding, which 

would have raised the likelihood that men would be killed, thus beginning and 

perpetuating a revenge cycle, but lump this together with other immediate causes of war 

such as land, slaves, and political domination—things they see as rationales for warfare. 
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but not underlying causes (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 170-71). They offer the tribes of 

the American Great Plains as examples of societies for whom agriculture and horticulture 

were available, but which simply were not utilized in any significant capacity for 

subsistence after the introduction of the horse/^ 

Kroeber and Fontana admit that warfare was not wholly dependent on a rise in 

agriculture. Their studies of the Pimas along the middle Gila River prove that even in a 

strictly agrarian society, there does not have to be any signiflcant amount of inequality 

between sexes. The Pimas, they explain, developed their gender roles along with the 

upsurge in crop planting, maintenance, and harvesting. Men still participated in war, but 

the role of warrior was not awarded high status. Men and women created a fairly equal 

distribution of responsibilities regarding which crops were the charge of each gender, and 

which tasks would be performed by whom. In this way, they were able to avoid any one 

gender feeling inadequate or unappreciated. As Kroeber and Fontana explain, "All of us, 

males and females, need to awaken each morning believing that we are worthwhile 

persons who have real and respected purposes for living" (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 

174). Therefore, the authors claim, it is not the type of shift within a society that matters, 

but how those who experience the shift handle it. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, there are some unanswered elements in Kroeber 

and Fontana's hypothesis. They do not suggest what would happen should a shift occur 

that resulted in females losing social status or feelings of worth. The authors offer only 

simations in which males become the ones in need of reaffirmation. One may attribute 

their narrow focus to the flaws inherent in synchronic Structural Functionalism, but since 
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their focus is on war, and war is mainly done by males, their scope is somewhat naturally 

limited although without explanation. This focus is also quite logical according to 

Harris' and Dyer's allusions to the higher capability of females to sustain a society than 

that of males. 

Having outlined Kroeber and Fontana's thesis, the next section will apply these 

authors' ideas to Navajo raiding and warfare. Analysis will focus on warfare's origin and 

role in Navajo lore, how the idea of warfare and being a warrior evolved throughout time, 

what the term "enemy," ox'ana'i, means in Navajo language and thought, and what 

rewards could and can be gained from warfare. Thus, this section will examine how 

Navajo men acquire(d) social rewards and use(d) these to bolster their social status. 
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Chapter VIII 
Kroeber and Fontana's Hypothesis: The Navajo Example 

Earlier parts of this thesis have been dedicated to explaining warfare as Navajos 

view both the term and practice. This understanding is essential as a precursor to 

applying Kroeber and Fontana's theory of war's purpose to Navajo warfare. As previous 

chapters have explained, warfare in Navajo philosophy can be interpreted as having 

applications within physical, psychological, spiritual, social, and cultural realms. 

Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis, in relation, is concerned with examining war as it 

pertains to culture in hopes of uncovering the ultimate causes and reasons for warfare 

between peoples. In preparation for applying Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis to 

Navajo warfare, some exploration into war's role in the Navajo Origin Story is needed. 

This piece of Navajo history is considered by many to be a blueprint for how things in 

this world came to be. 

Navajo history and lore traces warfare as a duty for males back to the fourth in a 

sequence of five worlds (the present world is considered to be the fifth). In the Fourth 

World, a quarrel between the sexes resulted in their separation for four years. The 

argument started when First Man, Altse Hastiin,^ accused First Woman, Altse Asdzddn, 

of not appreciating the food his hunting had brought to the household. First Woman, in 

turn, reproached First Man because she believed that he brought food more out of desire 

for her "womanhood" than out of sheer caring and responsibility. Without this incentive, 

she claimed. First Man would not have gone out hunting in the Hrst place. Both 

antagonists proclaimed their gender's superiority and ability to survive without need of 
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the other. This rivalry resulted in the sexes' separation on opposite sides of a river 

(Zolbrod 1984: 58-71).'^ Throughout their disunion, physical lust on the part of each 

sex led to certain sexual improprieties. As Harry Walters explains, "They had certain 

needs that required a man and a woman. But since they were living by themselves, they 

began doing the next best thing, which was using arti^cial means like ... animal parts and 

... parts of a deer that they killed" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99) to fulfill their 

desires. 

Eventually the sexes realized their inability to live without one another and moved 

back together. There were harmful repercussions of their sexual abuses, however, that 

appeared in the form of monsters bom soon after the people's arrival in the Fifth World. 

The women began giving birth to deformed babies and, recognizing them as unnatural 

aberrations, left them for dead (Zolbrod 1984: 94). These monsters survived, though, and 

consequently began preying on the people, especially children.^^ To quell the monsters' 

destruction of the people, the Navajo Holy People, Diyin Dine 'e came up with a plan. A 

magical fetus was discovered by First Man who, after taking it home to First Woman, 

miraculously developed over four days into the holy being known as Changing Woman, 

Asdzdd NddleeheP Changing Woman eventually becomes "the singular embodiment of 

the powers of creation and the sustenance of all earth surface life" (Gill 1981: 55). Prior 

to earning this esteem, though, she helped make the earth safe for present-day Navajos by 

becoming impregnated by the Sun and giving birth to a set of holy twins. Monster Slayer, 

Naayee Neezghdni, and Bora for Water, To Bdjish Chmi (Schwarz 1997: 23). 
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The saga of the Twins is described in the origin story of the Navajo Shootingway, 

Na 'atoyee. This story explains that once grown, the Twins sought out their father who put 

them through several trials before acknowledging them as his progeny and rewarding 

them with the knowledge, skills, and weapons necessary to defeat the monsters (Schwarz 

1997: 23-24). Monster Slayer and Bom for Water, Gill explains, were bom out of 

Changing Woman's beauty. This holy connection enabled them to bring order to the 

threats of disorder not conquered in the lower worlds (Gill 1981: 55). Some "monsters," 

however, persuaded the Twins to spare their lives, claiming their existence was necessary 

to life because Navajos had to remain industrious to avoid them. Changing Woman 

rationalized this to her children: "These you should not kill because they meet 

somewhere in between good and bad. Poverty and Hunger are somewhere between that 

which gives pleasure and that which gives pain. That is why they should not be 

destroyed" (Matthews 1897: 130-131). The pardoned monsters, referred to as 

"annoyances" by Newcomb and Reichard (1975: 32), with Lice and Old Age included in 

their number, still exist today as immortal problems against which Navajos must 

constantly battle to stay alive. 

In relation to Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis about warriors and their quest for 

social rewards, this story begins to reveal the valued status warriors have in Navajo life 

and culmre. Through the successful destmction of the monsters, the Hero Twins, 

Monster Slayer in particular, fultilled the duties of "a good man" and came to be viewed 

by others with much esteem. Monster Slayer garnered the people's praise as he traveled 

about the country. He tells his mother. Changing Woman, "I find that this is now a 
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peaceful world....Everywhere I go I find that I am treated like a kinsman. Those whom I 

meet greet me as one of their own. They call me grandson. They call me son. They call 

me brother. They call me cousin" (Zolbrod 1984: 269). The kinship terms with which 

others greeted Monster Slayer serve to reaffirm his connection to them. Likewise, the 

feeling of peace he experiences serves as both a spiritual reward and social approbation. 

The recognition Monster Slayer receives as a hero of the people may be viewed, in a 

modem sense, as an instance where his social status increased. Once he and Bom for 

Water had established their utility to the Navajo gods and beings, their place in history 

and culture was secured. The Twins' conduct during warfare was and is viewed as 

"active" male power, and belongs within the realms of chaos. Because their actions 

occurred during the period when Navajo culture was being constructed, however, war 

became established as truly necessary although quite undesirable. 

Many ideas about warfare, the role of a warrior, and what constitutes an enemy 

are embedded within the stories of Navajo "mythology." First, after successfully 

defeating the monsters, the Twins emerge as heroes, capturing the essence of what a 

warrior is and should be in Navajo culture. Their importance to the people stems from 

their ability to slay the monsters and return order to the world. In this capacity, ±ey are 

protectors of the people. Their story also reaffirms the idea that war, in its original 

purpose, was not something bom out of a desire to harm others. It was, rather, a 

necessary means for the Holy People to fight against the depredations of "others," in this 

case the monsters, and make the homeland safe for themselves as well as Earth Surface 

People (historical and contemporary Navajos). 
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Relating this point to Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis that war is predominately 

a male activity, the gender of the Twins reinforces the notion earlier explained by Harry 

Walters that males are more geared toward the dangerous, destructive elements inherent 

in war. The question of whether or not males are biologically more disposed towards war 

than females, can be, and often is, argued across cultures and throughout ages. The 

answer inevitably varies depending on cultural perspective. If Kluckhohn's advice that 

cultural devices be understood as the ideology of their host culture explains them is to be 

followed, men taking on the role of the purveyors of Navajo war must be taken for 

granted (Kluckhohn 1945: 358). This does not imply that men bear the responsibility for 

war's creation. A need for war arose in order to defeat monsters. The monsters, 

themselves, emanated from social, sexual, and moral impropriety—natural occurrences. 

Thus, war is natural. It simply exists and must be waged. The Twins accepted the charge 

of carrying out war, thereby placing war within the realm of male activities and 

responsibilities. In this light, war was not something chosen by men to assert their social 

necessity, it was more a case of men taking on the warrior role out of responsibility. The 

Twins and their actions exist as supernatural epitomes of warriors whom later, more 

contemporary warriors sought to emulate. From their mythological history, war, or the 

defeat of potential harm, became a tradition for Navajos. War came to be a customary 

action expected of all people, especially men. 

Monster Slayer and Bom for Water as the original Navajo warriors have had a 

lasting impact on gender roles within the culture. Kluckhohn and Leighton explain: 

"Their adventures establish many of the Navaho ideals for young manhood. They serve 
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especially as models of conduct in war and can almost be called the Navaho war gods" 

(Klucidiohn and Leighton 1962: 182). Through receiving and repeating coundess stories 

of the Hero Twins, Navajo males are taught from birth that their role in society is that of 

protector. In this way, Navajo warfare as an exclusively male activity became 

acculturated. 

The story of the Twins and their campaign against the monsters is additionally 

important because it begins to frame what beings, things, and ideas are viewed as 

"enemies" in Navajo thought. In their Hrst instance, the monsters are seen as enemies in 

the form of hideous beasts. Descriptions of those that were eventually destroyed conjure 

up images of dinosaur-like creatures who are ruthless and vulgar in appearance. The 

evils who are allowed to survive (Hunger, Poverty, Lice, Old Age) are also called 

"monsters," but do not carry such gruesome images as do those who were slain. That all 

of the evils were, and are, viewed as enemies, though, brings up a need to discuss exacdy 

who and what the Navajo perceive as threats severe enough to be met and battled through 

warfare. 
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CHAPTER IX 
What it Means to be an **Enemy" 

The Navajo word "ana 'i is consistently translated into English by scholars as 

"enemy." According to Harry Walters and Navajo linguist Mary Willie, however, its 

meaning is not wholly negative or pejorative. In its simplest form, 'ana 'i means simply 

means "other," "non-Navajo," or "someone who lives near you, but is not part of your 

group" (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99; Mary Willie, Tucson, Arizona, 2/4/99). 

'Ana 'i is a rather neutral term, used in a variety of ways to distinguish all non-Navajos. 

Johnson Dennison further explains the word's duality as seen in war and in normal life. 

Both uses of the word, he says, are: 

... thought of as the same thing. Even then [historically], Navajos, they still call 
you 'ana'I. They still call the Hopi 'ana't. Even though you're not an enemy, 
they call you that. And people don't even think of the way enemy ... means 
somebody who threatens to kill you....Right now, I don't think Navajos think of 
the term "enemy" as Saddam Hussein or something like that. They're just another 
tribe, another people, outside of our Navajos. It's just a name. It doesn't mean 
that you killed or anything like that.... It's just "other." But during the war, during 
World War H, then Germany was the enemy. The Japanese were the enemy.... 
People that surround the reservation are enemies (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, 
Arizona, 2/10/99). 

This description of the word's versatility in the Navajo language leads one to 

wonder whether or not some earlier descriptions of the Navajos as completely warlike 

might be misleading or incorrect. Historical accounts of the Navajo mention the many 

"enemies" of the people as if they were constant antagonists in war. Understanding the 

Navajo word 'ana'i to mean simply "other" reduces this perception, revealing instead the 

somewhat egocentric ideology that Navajos are "the true people." In relaying the impact 

"others" had on the Navajo, Professor Avery Denny discusses a portion of the origin 
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Story in which the Navajo encounter 'ana 'i who introduce the idea for warfare as a 

necessity against other peoples; 

The Navajo fought against enemies such as hunger, poverty, and lice. Knowledge 
about physical war and the tools with which to conduct it were learned on the 
remm journey from when the Navajo clans were reborn.^' At this time, the 
Navajo did not have weapons, they were just living in beauty. Along their way 
back, the Navajo were protected by various animals against dangers they faced. 
These dangers included other tribes of people. As the Navajo came into contact 
with various people, they learned and adopted the tools of war (bows, arrows, 
spears, clubs, etc.) and learned to use them in a defensive capacity to protect and 
preserve their ceremonial families. Once this person to person type of conflict 
developed, new roles were created within society such as scouts, leaders, 
warriors, and peace keepers. Women took on new roles and responsibilities as 
well, to maintain harmony and order. There was even one particular group whose 
job it was to undertake revenge raiding (Avery Denny, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/9/99). 

E>enny's recounting of war's origin among humans touches on an important 

concept that ties in with the Navajo detinition of 'ana'i as "other." In addition to 

guarding against immortal, inevitable enemies such as hunger and poverty, Navajo 

children were cautioned to be alert and ready to defend against human enemies. Denny 

says that exactly who these human predators were, however, was not explained to them 

any further than to say ana 'i, or "outsider." In this manner, a sense of xenophobia 

develops, but its roots are grounded in common sense. 

Historically, the Navajos were frequent targets of raids by Mexicans and other 

tribes in search of food and slaves. The children, therefore, were taught to fear anyone 

outside ±eir immediate community. While no longer a practice necessary to avoid being 

taken as slaves, the logic has proved fruitfiil in later times such as when the United States 

government rounded up children to be shipped off to boarding schools. Johnson 

Dennison's understanding that '^Whatever [tries] to kill us is an enemy; and anything can 
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turn around and kill us" (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99) helps explain the 

wariness with which Navajos have approached things and people outside their culture. 

Protection against enemies is a deHning tenet of Navajo philosophy. If not 

ingrained in their mindset by raids on them from other tribes, the Navajo need only look 

to the geography around them for other possible foes. Nancy Parezo writes, "The 

landscape is that land that supports life for the Navajo, and because of this it is beautiful" 

(Parezo 1997: 160). Serious danger, though, as Harry Walters admonished earlier, also 

lurks within the land's aesthetic beauty. Training oneself to remain strong and healthy in 

a harsh environment, as the Franciscan Friars noticed in the early 1900s, took on many of 

the same properties as training for warfare: 

... the Navaho was well inured to the vicissitudes of climate and poverty, as the 
warrior needs bend all his energies on constant exercise, privation and endurance, 
qualities which were decisive factors in primitive warfare. This training was 
begun early in life. Infants were bathed in the snow for the purpose of hardening 
them to the constant change of climate. Boys and youths were urged to 
continuous exercise in running, dodging, the use of the shield and spear, in 
shooting, cunning, and every artifice known to the more experienced warriors 
(Franciscan Friars 1910:437). 

Seen in this light, the constant drilling to increase physical toughness with an emphasis 

on defense is understandable. 

Also interesting, is that the Friars were recording their information on Navajo 

culture not long after the Navajos' release in 1868 from captivity at Fort Sumner. Several 

survivors of the Long Walk were around to tell countless stories of courage and 

endurance which served as lessons of life and history for future generations.^' The nature 

of these lessons was and is that Navajos must constantly prepare to face the possibilities 

and endure the actuality that hard times are bound to come. The retelling of these lessons 
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reminds Navajos of all ages that they must all train as warriors, being ready to face life's 

battles in whatever form they take. Johnson Dennison recalls the teachings of his 

grandmother which illustrate this point in contemporary times: 

My grandmother told me, "Don't sleep in the morning. Get up." She poked me 
with her cane and said, "Get up and go run. As you go out the door you will see, 
the enemy hunger will be sleeping right there as a monster. Poverty will be 
sleeping right there. And jealousy will be sleeping right there. So you step over 
them and run." She says, "If you sleep here, they're going to wake up and they're 
going to come over here and take advantage of you." In other words, if you don't 
initiate yourself to move, to better yourself, [if] you just sit there waiting for 
something to happen, you'll go hungry. You'll have poverty. So their teaching is 
about life. Being a warrior, warrior teaching, warfare teaching still is with us 
today....It's about life. That's what it is. fii other words, you can't be lazy to be a 
warrior. You can't be lazy to make a good living. You can't procrastinate, you 
can't do this, you can't do that. You have to do this. You have to do this. So 
that's philosophy (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 

Enemies such as sickness, hunger, poverty, cold weather, lice, laziness, Utes, 

Comanches, Hopis, Paiutes—these are the "others" that Navajos have had to face 

throughout time and that still remain. Although today's enemies are mostly of the 

environmental and social ilk, they represent very real threats to the Navajos and their way 

of life. No longer do Ute raiders come down from the north, looking to steal sheep, 

crops, and other goods. No longer do Mexican and Spanish slave raiders journey from 

the South in search of captives to take back to the salt mines. Threats of intertribal 

raiding and warfare have become extinct (except in disputes about casinos and gaming), 

but the principles underlying the defense against them remain. Traditional teachings 

remind contemporary Navajos what life was once like for their ancestors. These links 

connect newer generations with age-old traditions, reaffirming individuals as warriors 

within a culmre where survival is not accomplished without battling ever-present 
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dangers. Although this type of warfare is still undesirable, it continues to be of the 

utmost necessity. 
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Chapter X 
Sexual Inequity: An Impetus for Warfare? 

With a better understanding of what threats constitute "enemies" in Navajo 

philosophy, Kroeber and Fontana's theory on how a need for warfare developed may be 

more appropriately applied to Navajo warfare. To reiterate, the Navajo Origin story is 

once more consulted. Because the source of the Navajo Origin Story is beyond 

investigation, its basic principles and teaching, although varying somewhat throughout 

different versions and renditions, must simply be accepted. There are, however, many 

ways one can view the text metaphorically. An oft-cited example of such an 

interpretation, and one Kroeber and Fontana found appropriate, is Karl Luckert's 

understanding that the story of when the sexes separated is really a historical account of 

the Navajos' shift from a hunter-gatherer society to one more focused on agriculture and 

herding (Kroeber and Fontana 1986: 168-69).®' 

Luckert's interpretation, Kroeber and Fontana say, is a prime example of a 

societal shift in which male feelings of sexual equality experienced a nadir. Luckert 

explains that Navajo hunters, once preeminent in food gathering, found themselves 

somewhat unappreciated by society. Hence, the argument between First Woman and 

First Man. First Woman, whose domain around the home Luckert deems as "natural," 

found herself "namrally" placed in charge of agricultural duties as well.^' She then 

mocked First Man's defunct utility, confident in her newly-elevated status as sustenance 

provider. As the metaphorical story reveals, their impending separation resulted in the 
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monsters' birth, supplying a reason for men to take up warfare and guaranteeing a system 

of rewards for their success in defending the Navajo population. 

Although this same explanation was never offered by any of the interviewees, 

their unanimity that equality in namre, and also between the sexes, is essential to hozho 

supports Kroeber and Fontana's rationale. Should any gender place itself above the other 

or claim it could live independently from its opposite, disharmony would result. The 

undesired products of this discord are no better illustrated than by the birth of the 

monsters. 

In this sense, the need for Navajo warfare resulted out of a shift in gender roles, 

leading to an instimtion that, although not ultimately designed to be between humans, 

took on this role later. Furthermore, as men were the ones who went to war against 

monsters in the Origin Story, and against other tribes in later years, this shift helped 

establish their gender's indispensability to Navajo culture. As historian Gwynn Dyer 

remarks about similar instances: "... the consequence was that the hunters redefined 

themselves as warriors, whose main source of pride and self-respect came from their 

prowess in killing not animals, but other men" (Dyer 1985: 8). Monsters would replace 

men in the current example, but the point is the same. The story of the sexes' separation, 

taken as a kind of metaphor, lends credence to Kroeber and Fontana's notion that male 

participation in warfare began out of an occasion of gender inequality, making up for 

their reduced utility as hunters. 

Regarding war's persistence through time, the monsters of the Origin Story, 

particularly as metaphors for dangers to society, again serve to illustrate an important 
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point. As enemies who can appear in human, supernatural, and natural forms, their 

existence provides an ever-present need for warriors and warrior skills. In a manner of 

speaking, there can never be enough Navajo warriors. Likewise, these warriors will 

never suffer from lack of appreciation due to the frequent need for them to provide and 

protect. Innumerable opportunities exist, then, in which warriors can gain social 

recognition and increase their social status. Once again, another element of Kroeber and 

Fontana's hypothesis seems plausible. 

If Luckert's assertion is true—that shifting from a hunter-gatherer economy 

resulted in gender inequity prompting Navajo men to seek war as a new outlet to gain 

rewards—the Navajos' late 19"* century reversal from frequent warfare to militarily 

enforced peace had the potential to do the same thing. Post-Long Walk social upheaval 

was averted, however, thanks to the widespread call for hatathli, or medicine men, who 

were needed to squelch disharmony caused by the captivity at Fort Sumner. 

With the need for protection against human enemies severely diminished toward 

the end of the IQ"* century, the ever-present role of ensuring spiritual protection and 

balance provided opportunities for Navajo men to gain prestige. The role of medicine 

men had always been important in maintaining the individual, spiritual, and cultural 

health of the Navajo people. After hostilities among tribes and with the U.S. Cavahry 

ended, becoming a medicine man offered an alternative outlet for men to establish worth 

throughout society. The role of a warrior did not disappear, it simply shifted its focus 

from human enemies to those found within the chaos of nature and society. Presumably, 

according to Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis, should the role of hatathli have been less 
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appreciated or non-existent, some other path for seeking social rewards would have been 

created. What this channel could or might have been, however, is limited by history to 

the position of moot speculation. All Kroeber and Fontana's theory is concerned with is 

that an outlet would be needed through which men, or women for that matter, could 

establish worth among their peers. 
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Chapter XI 
Redefining the Role of "Warriors" in Nav^o Culture 

From early in the 17* century to the latter part of the 19"* century, Navajo 

warriors embraced their culturally defined roles, finding their calling primarily as 

defenders against attacks by surrounding tribes as well as by the armies of Spain, Mexico, 

and the United States. As occasions for Navajo warfare diminished around the time of 

their release from captivity at Fort Sumner in 1868, so decreased the necessity for 

warriors to provide protection against outside invaders. The Utes, however, still 

conducted occasional raids well after the Navajo were released from Ft. Sumner (Bailey 

and Bailey 1986: 39). Throughout this time, the warrior tradition did not die out but 

rather flourished under another form of societal protection—medicine men. 

Harry Walters explains that attaining status as a medicine man has been the 

primary goal of all good Navajo men even before ±e advent of wars between people. As 

a medicine man, an individual could fulHll the role of protector while also serving as a 

provider of spiritual power and restoration of harmony. This position might initially 

appear as one garnering all the rewards of a warrior with none of the risk, but due to the 

namre of healing in Navajo ceremonies, that is altogether inaccurate. To heal a sick 

person, a medicine man must place himself in a position to confront the evil and sickness 

within his patient, thereby exposing himself to grave danger. Through performing the 

rituals properly, the Holy People in the Navajo Origin Story assured medicine men that 

they would come out of their experience unharmed. In this way, historical and 

contemporary medicine men have faced obstacles, enemies, and dangers just as wicked. 
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if not more lethal, than those encountered by warriors on a raid (Harry Walters, Tsaile, 

Arizona, 2/8/99). 

Hatathli bring elements of evil and chaos under control, but only by using intense 

knowledge and spiritual power gained through a lifetime of grueling training. The 

amount of time and energy necessary for a medicine man to leam a particular ceremony 

or "sing" are highly valued by the People. Kluckhohn and Leighton write: 

Experts are richly rewarded in prestige as well as money, and not without reason. 
Prodigious memory is demanded of the ceremonialist. The Singer who knows 
one nine-night chant must leam at least as much as a man who sets out to 
memorize the whole of a Wagnerian opera: orchestral score, every vocal part, all 
the details of the settings, stage business, and each requirement of costume 
(Kluckhohn 1962: 229). 

The dedication and devotion to healing that hatathli must have is astonishing. 

Similar to the traditional warrior, the actions of medicine men are ultimately responsible 

for the health and well-being of their people. The enemies that medicine men batde, 

though, are often much more complex and harder to identify than are those of the warrior. 

The functions of both make them instrumental as protectors of society. The name 

"warrior," then, may be applied to each. As Harry Walters explains, historically these 

two roles were interdependent: 

So there were two leaders in each group. There was a Peace Leader and a War 
Leader. A peace leader was usually an elder and a war leader was usually 
someone younger that could take the young men into battle. But the ... leader 
who presided over all was the peace leader. He was the main chief because he 
had been a great warrior in his youth. But just based on that is not why he was 
selected. It is because he is wise and he is generous and he knows the 
Blessingway Ceremony. That is why. So that, to be a medicine man, is what a 
young man [should strive to be] and then a warrior second (Harry Walters, Tsaile, 
Arizona, 2/8/99). 
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Walters further explains that one could not serve well as a medicine man unless he had 

experienced war in his youth. This experience was necessary to give him the needed 

perspective that would enable him to gain respect and prowess in his duties of ensuring 

and restoring peace. It can be said, then, that to create good, one must also know a little 

evil in order to better understand the enemy. Put another way, as Kluckhohn's sources 

told him, "...even the most respected singers must know a little witchcraft—or 'they'll go 

dry'" (Kluckhohn 1945: 365). 

Similar to the knowledge and experience of hatathli were the requirements 

needed to validate one as a capable leader, to which Walters refers above. As Kluckhohn 

and Leighton write: "Age and experience, ceremonial knowledge, oratorical skill, wealth, 

and any combination of these factors can bring prestige and influence which may extend 

beyond the blood and affmal kin within an 'outfit'" (Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962: 120). 

Individuals possessing the aforementioned attributes were looked to by followers for 

guidance in life and to resolve disputes arising within the community. Not surprisingly, 

the roles of leader and medicine man often overlapped, highlighting the importance of 

hatathli to Navajo societies and culture. 
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CHAPTER XH 
Rewards Available to HatathU and non-Medicine People 

Medicine men are often viewed cross-culturally as pious men whose main concern is 

for the welfare of their people. This theory can be applied to Navajo medicine men with 

a high degree of accuracy. To compare them with ascetics, who reject all worldly goods, 

however, would be taking the comparison to an improper extreme. Not only do men 

desire to become hatathli for the social respect it brings, they may also be some of the 

wealthiest individuals on the reservation because of the important function they perform. 

Walters explains: 

That's part of it, about gaining wealth. When you're a medicine man, you 
perform ceremonies and things like that and you get paid in livestock, horses, and 
things like that. That's how you get rich. So that's why these leaders [referring to 
Manuelito, Barboncito, and Zarcillos Largos] had great herds of livestock and 
they were rich (Harry Walters, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/8/99). 

One way to social prestige, then, is the way of a medicine man. Considered a 

protector, they not only prove themselves necessary to society through their healing 

powers, but are able to reap the rewards as well. Excess, in Navajo thought, however is 

still cautioned against. An individual who gains too much wealth is viewed as having 

placed himself or herself above the rest of their people. To be ostentatious about one's 

wealth is looked upon with disfavor, and may often lead to accusations of witchcraft. In 

a world where reliance upon extended family and community members is necessary for 

survival, to risk ostracism is to risk death. In studying Navajo culture, we cannot 

overlook the conunon desire to remain accepted within one's group. As Kluckhohn 

states: 
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Never to be lost sight of is the fact that the basis of the [social] system was and 
still is the family. To live at all in this barren region the individual must have the 
economic cooperation of others, and such cooperation is hardly likely to come to 
those who deviate from the "right way of doing things" as the Navaho see it 
(Kluckhohn 1945: 378-79). 

Viewing medicine men as the warriors of contemporary times facilitates 

understanding war as a means through which men sought and acquired social rewards. 

Becoming a medicine man is viewed as a good Navajo man's goal. A person's success in 

this occupation, although less so today, was historically linked directly with having 

experienced warfare in the person's youth. This correlation illustrates war's versatile 

utility in gaining prestige. If hatathli are good at what they do, they can accumulate 

significant financial rewards as well as social renown among their peers. Navajo 

culture's discouragement of excess in any way, however, ensures that one does not desire 

too much wealth. Through this mechanism of social control, success can still be sought, 

but ambition is tempered by the knowledge that an implied ceiling for accumulated riches 

exists. A medicine man's show of wealth may be useful, however, to attest to his 

approval by the Holy People. Minor ostentation also serves to demonstrate that ±e 

medicine man's powers are time-tested and strong. Men seeking levels of social status 

that place them signiHcantly above their peers, however, will most likely cultivate 

disfavor within their coirununity, or find themselves accused of witchcraft—both highly 

undesired goals. 

In addition to acquiring a degree of wealth through performing intricate 

ceremonies, wealthy Navajos who are not medicine men find themselves expected to 

hold elaborate ceremonies. By holding costly ceremonies, Navajo hosts are consciously. 
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and unconsciously, exhibiting their willingness to participate in timeless cultural 

activities and share their success with their conmiunity. Kluckhohn and Leighton explain 

this practice also as a means of controlling excess. 

Social pressure is put upon the rich to give expensive chants even when no one in 
their families is obviously ill. Otherwise they are ridiculed as stingy and mean. 
Thus the system workds as a kind of economic levelen when the rich man has 
given fifty sheep to a Singer and slaughtered another two hundred to feed the 
spectators, the economic difference between him and his neighbors is lessened" 
(Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962: 227). 

Those attending the ceremonies as spectators and assistants are similarly displaying their 

belief in their shared culture and their loyalty to its components. 

The Blessingway ceremony is an excellent example of this occurrence. 

Blessingway ceremonies are given not to cure an illness already developed but to prevent 

them from developing. Following the nature of most Navajo ceremonies, though, a 

designated "patient" provides the impetus for a Blessingway. The pervasive healing 

nature of this ceremony is beneficial to the patient, their family, and all who attend. 

Through this ritual, all people involved, no matter in what capacity they serve, find 

approbation from ±eir peers, promoting feelings of harmony and well-being throughout 

society. 

Historically, warfare and raiding were essential to Navajo religion and healing as 

the by-products, or the booty taken, served to finance these elaborate and costly 

ceremonies. In this manner, both warfare, raiding, and ceremonies were connected in a 

cycle of ritual. The following better illustrates this idea: 

From one point of view, all Navaho "rimals" are socio-economic techniques; that 
is, they are techniques for securing food, restoring health, and ensuring 
survival....It would be equally true to say that much 'economic' activity is 
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motivated by the desire to obtain the wherewithal for giving costly ceremonials— 
many of which are great social occasions—and to acquire ceremonial property, 
tangible and intangible (Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962: 178). 

Ceremonies offer chances for social prestige to many people. Medicine men 

benefit by helping restore harmony to the world (and to a lesser degree from the wealth 

they accrue as payment); the patients benefit by their health being restored; and those 

attending the ceremony benefit from the resulting social accord within their conununities 

through cultural practices. As Harman notes, ceremonial benefits are more pervasive 

than just between singer and patient: 

The persons who occupy the major statuses at an Enemy Way enhance their 
prestige. The patient. Singer, stick-receiver, and other persons receive individual 
recognition for the roles they play in the Ceremonial. Not only are they 
contributing to the Ceremonial but they also are confirming their prestige in other 
roles within the society (Harman 1964: 104). 

Because, historically, the need for many ceremonies arose to cure the ill-effects of 

going to war, Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis that warfare provides an outlet for 

acquiring social rewards gains support. In days of old, Blessingway ceremonies were 

often given for warriors leaving on an expedition. Likewise, upon their return, warriors 

needed Enemy Way ceremonies performed in order to ritually bring them back into 

peaceful, normal life. Either way, warriors provided the occasion for ceremonies that 

brought the community together and reaffirmed traditional Navajo ways and culture. 

Holm explains this further 

... warfare offered a young male the opportunity to demonstrate, by his behavior 
before, during, and after combat, that he was the embodiment of individual tribal 
virtue. By participating in preparatory and postcombat ceremonies the warrior 
demonstrated the proper reverence for the tribe's special relationship with the 
spirit world (Holm 1996:45). 
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Navajo warriors did not revel in their need for ceremonies, but understood their personal 

need to be puriHed and remade as members of society. They also recognized the need to 

keep the harmful elements of warfare as far away fi-om their families and home 

communities as possible. 
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Chapter Xm 
Warriors, Protectors, and Providers: Some Conclusions 

Kroeber and Fontana's hypothesis that warfare helped indigenous men gain status 

within society is accurate in many respects regarding the Navajo people. By protecting 

the People against human enemies, warriors held great importance in society and were 

vital to the continuation of Navajo culture. However, whether or not Navajo men 

originally sought war because of a disruption in gender equality remains open to 

speculation. Luckert's interpretation of the sexes separating as a metaphor for when 

Navajo men (hunters) became less important to society lends credence to Kroeber and 

Fontana's gender shift theory. The perceived gender inequity eventually resulted in the 

birth of "monsters" (enemies) which in turn spawned the need for warfare and led to the 

birth of the Hero Twins. The Twins, historically and presently, embody the traits of ideal 

Navajo warriors and serve as model protectors which Navajo warriors and soldiers have 

sought to emulate throughout time. 

Whether or not Luckert's interpretation and the subsequent parallels with Kroeber 

and Fontana's theory are true, Navajos understand warfare, or at least the need for it, as 

resulting from some type of imbalance in the universe. Men, simply by nature, possess 

the powers and inclinations necessary to wage war and conquer enemies of the People. 

Apart from its origins, the institution of war developed as a mechanism through which 

men could acquire social rewards by exhibiting prowess as warriors. The evils and 

dangers of war then precipitated the need for ceremonial restoration of the warriors, 

thereby increasing the long-established importance of hatathli who could perform the 

ceremonies. 
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Carrying out the duties of medicine men offered men alternative avenues to attain 

social rewards. Success in the role of hatathli, though, was, and still is, greatly 

determined by the experience one has had Hghting against various dangers and enemies. 

Historically, such experience was gained most commonly through participation in 

warfare. In light of the relative peace of contemporary times, however, war experience 

has fallen off as a prerequisite for would-be hatathli. To be successful, apprentices do 

not have to enlist in the military, but must still endure many long years of arduous 

training to give them much needed perspective. 

In the absence of traditional warfare, the role and function of "warrior" has 

persisted in the form of hatathli, medicine men who continue to combat enemies—evil, 

elemental, or "other"—as they have been doing for centuries. The role of medicine men, 

similar to that historically held by warriors, holds many possibilities for social 

aggrandizement. Their version of warfare is done for the purpose and reward of 

establishing individual, societal, and cultural harmony throughout the universe. 

Additional compensation for hatathli comes from the wealth they may accumulate as 

payment for their services, but extreme affluence is tempered by Navajo social controls 

against excess. 

Although the nature of Navajo warfare has changed throughout time, the basic 

functions of Navajo warriors have not. Warriors may have moved away from raiding 

other tribes, but they must still guard against outside enemies who persist as threats to the 

People. Today these threats involve certain spiritual and natural enemies that have 

always plagued society, but the list has expanded to include social enemies such as drug 
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abuse, unemployment, and governmental measures that endanger tribal sovereignty as 

well as economic development. For the Navajo then, any person, whether a teacher, 

doctor, lawyer, or politician, whose efforts protect the tribe is considered a warrior. 

Acquiring social status or re-establishing gender equality may not be the goal driving 

these "warriors," but the personal rewards they gain most certainly reinforce their 

behavior. As Johnson Deimison says, "It is paramount for men and women to have the 

feelings of appreciation and honor that come with being a provider....[People] must 

display their worth in order to feel necessary and important" (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, 

Arizona, 2/8/99). 
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THESIS CONCLUSIONS 

Navajo warfare is felt to be a form of defense against any threats. Although the 

world is thought of as being basically beautiful, there are also harsh elements that make 

life quite dangerous. For this reason, there is an incessant need for war and warriors. 

The term "warrior," to Navajos, in keeping with their natural design and purpose, 

includes anyone who provides physical or spiritual protection against anything that might 

bring harm to the people. Monsters, invaders, natural elements, and even governmental 

oppression are looked upon as enemies, and those who combat them as warriors. In this 

sense, all Navajos who strive to live in beauty are warriors. 

Johnson Dennison calls himself a warrior because he is a medicine man. He says 

doctors and teachers are also warriors because they fight against the ignorance which 

limits the capabilities of ±e people to prosper and provide for their families. In this way, 

mothers are warriors and the earth is a warrior, as well. Nature has the power to kill 

people through environmental disasters or even just the cold, but it also provides beauty 

and protection (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/9/99). 

Over hundreds of years, threats have neither ceased nor their abundance decreased. 

With so many different variations of potential harm, one can understand how anything 

out of the ordinary, or out of nature's balance, has come to be perceived as potentially 

harmful. In this manner, the "others" of the world—disorder, disharmony, and chaos— 

must be approached with great caution and care. To deal successfully with these dangers, 

Navajos respond by learning the skills necessary to guard against disruptions in life, 

passing these along across generations. It has come to pass, then, that any provider of 
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protection, whether providing food, clothing, shelter, or companionship, takes on the role 

and prestige of a warrior. 

The high rate of military service among contemporary Navajo men and women 

serves to illustrate warfare's persistence in current times. Consistently, since hostilities 

ended between the Navajo tribe and the United States government in the late 19"* century, 

Navajo men and women have taken up the role of defender through the armed services. 

Arcenio Smiley, a Navajo Code Talker^^ who lobbied before the Senate Committee on 

Indian Affairs, related the strong presence Navajos have had in America's military 

efforts: 

The Navajo Nation has the largest number of Native American veterans, totaling 
more than 16,000, whose military service extends into various branches of the 
armed services. Navajo veterans comprise 15% of the total Navajo population 
which, when compared with other ethnic groups, far exceeds the national ratio 
(Smiley 1997: 74). 

Mr. Smiley's words echo the sentiments of Navajo veterans throughout recent 

decades and centuries long ago who have felt compelled to do their part in protecting 

their people. Even though many veterans are reported to have felt that the American 

government's peacetime efforts served to disenfranchise the Navajo people, some still 

felt obliged to ensure that no further harm would come to themselves or their people 

(Gamerman 1992: 3B). 

As warfare pertains to men and women, their distinct natures "prescribe" how they 

will fiiinil their roles as warriors. Men, associated with wandering, active power, often 

perform their duties away from their homes. Hunting, raiding, and providing protection 

through warfare are male responsibilities which are potentially evil or dangerous. Due to 
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their association with death, these activities are most often kept away ^m men's homes, 

families, and things associated with "normal" life. Women, seen more appropriately as 

warriors and protectors of the home, fulfill their responsibilities of warfare by keeping the 

family safe from the threats to survival. By rearing children, supplying nourishment, 

instilling cultural values, and fostering skills to battle hardships, women prove equally 

important to men in their role as warriors. 

The association of women with relatively "passive" powers and men with 

"active" powers is not to be construed as placing more importance on one over the other. 

Male and female powers are of different natures, but hold equal potential for good and 

harm. In warfare, a warrior's success was as much dependent on his wife's actions at 

home as it was on his own while on the warpath. This concept may not translate easily 

into Western thought where female powers and abilities are stereotypically considered to 

be less than their male counterparts. Understanding the duality of male and female power 

in Navajo warfare is essential, however, if one is to accurately comprehend the spiritual 

significance of warfare to Navajo culture. Reichard explains that women, while their 

husbands are at war, must obey rules and avoid certain taboos or else the warrior's 

success, as well as his life, might be placed in jeopardy (Reichard 1977: 17-18). Hill 

reports that wives would hold on to a mixture of com pollen and her husband's saliva 

while he was away at war. constant care was not taken by the wife to maintain the 

mixture, ill-fortune was almost certain for her spouse (Hill 1936: 12). Though each 

gender has its unique realm with respect to warfare, both are necessary and must 
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cooperate if the whole family is to survive. The rewards system for warriors, then, 

extends to envelope everyone who is Navajo. 

To help society survive on an individual, familial, communal, and cultural level is 

to warrant the praise of those whom one helps. These accolades perform a number of 

functions and have effects on many levels. They bolster the self-esteem of the receiver, 

declare the person's importance to society, and ground that person's actions in the wider 

culmre. This layered system of performance, prestige, and personal reaffirmation serves 

to keep Navajo culture functioning and intact. Once again, Mr. Smiley's words add 

perspective: 

Our cultural philosophy is embedded with the concepts of a 'protector' and a 
'defender.' The Navajo people have a high regard for warriors, as they are the 
protectors and the defenders of the Navajo people and their homeland. Therefore, 
much respect and appreciation is shown to veterans of all wars by their families, 
friends, and the community (Smiley 1997: 74). 

Statements like this, that show the praise Navajos bestow upon those who protect them, 

illuminating the role warfare has had and still has in Navajo culture. Even though some 

threats manifest themselves on the opposite side of the world, the interest Navajos have 

in seeing to the balance and harmony of the world, and among humans, almost compels 

±em to react. The understanding of the earth as their mother provides enough reason for 

many Navajos to continue the warrior tradition long practiced throughout their history 

and culmre. 

Every society maintains its existence partly through the various roles and 

responsibilities that individuals perform within it. In Navajo society, there are functions, 

agriculmral and industrial, that must be performed and people who are expected to 
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perform them. These expectations hold true across genders. As long as both sexes work 

in concert, one helping the other, the universe remains balanced. Warfare, to the Navajo, 

is viewed in this same vein. It is something ever-present that just must be done. The 

accompaniment of physical and mental risks along with warfare make it an absolutely 

abominable endeavor. Many would just as soon avoid war if given the choice. In Navajo 

thought, however, there simply is no choice. The knowledge of the disharmony that 

would inevitably result if war (evil) was not engaged and brought under control make it 

an undesirable necessity. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

In this thesis I have begun to argue that Navajo warfare has an important cultural 

function with implications far beyond its practical political and military utility. This 

research is useful because it goes into more depth than previous studies regarding why 

war was, and is, carried out in its historical and contemporary forms. Beyond its current 

usefulness as an informative piece, it is hoped that the Hndings presented through this 

research will act as a springboard for further studies into Navajo raiding and warfare. 

The suggestions that follow serve as natural continuations of the current research, 

building on many of the intrinsic points. 

One topic that I touched on briefly is the importance of warfare to contemporary 

Native Americans. SpeciHcally related to Navajo warfare, a survey of warfare's meaning 

and purpose for warriors throughout history would be useful. It would be very interesting 

to trace the evolution of warfare's significance as it was for those who waged it 

historically up through the World Wars and into Vietoam and Desert Storm. Tom 

Holm's Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls: Native American Veterans of the Vietnam War is 

a major contribution to research in this area, especially as it looks at the various warrior 

traditions that have developed throughout centuries and across cultures. In addition to 

having an enormous influence on the research of this thesis. Holm's work stands 

tremendously useful in displaying the need for further inquiry into the same arena of 

knowledge. Holm explains, "... understanding the role of warfare in a culture leads to a 

better understanding of those we ask to sacrifice their lives in battle" (Holm 1996: 25). If 
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knowledge in this area can be made known to more people, problems or adverse 

conditions that result from contemporary warfare may be dealt with in a more appropriate 

ways. Thus, ailments such as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder could be better treated and 

assuaged in a culturally relevant manner. 

As Arcenio Smiley's earlier quote mentioned, the proportion of Navajo military 

veterans to the entire Navajo population far exceeds that of other tribes and ethnic 

groups. This naturally leads one to ponder what reasons and kinds of causes might lie 

beneath so many Navajos joining the military. Combining the information from this 

thesis with the high percentage of Navajo veterans, a useful study would be to look at 

how Navajo life and culture have been influenced by the absence of truly indigenous 

warfare. What role might the U. S. Military have played in providing an avenue for 

acquiring for social rewards that was once filled by intertribal war and raiding? Also, 

what effects have there been on contemporary gender equality since Navajo men stopped 

fighting against non-Navajo enemies in 1868? If the shift from a hunting-gathering 

society caused men to seek war to affirm their masculinity, were there any repercussions 

when small-scale wars were abandoned? Gladys Reichard alluded to this question when 

she wrote about Navajo life in the 1950s: 

When the Navaho were even more mobile than they are now, the boy had to be 
trained for activities which took him away from home—hunting, war, and trading. 
Young boys then submitted to rigorous physical training for their self-protection. 
Nowadays there is little formal training; consequendy the boy's life goal is but 
vaguely defined (Reichard 1970: 39). 

Additionally, what has the absence of intertribal warfare and that waged against 

political empires done to Navajo culture and society as a whole? Johnson Dennison 
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discussed various social ills (drunkenness, laziness, and dependence on welfare money 

rather than personal means of providing for oneself) as results of the diminished need to 

train for war in Navajo life (Johnson Dennison, 2/10/99). As I have argued, warfare 

cannot be avoided because people must constantly battle various enemies and threats to 

their health. What, then, has the virtual disappearance of training to combat human 

enemies done to exacerbate social afflictions? This question is somewhat urgent and 

extremely timely for the Navajo as the nation looks for solutions to problems such as 

unemployment, domestic violence, and substance abuse throughout the reservation. 

Lastly, several people throughout the period in which the current research was 

conducted suggested doing a comparative study of Navajo warfare, looking at its 

importance in cultural philosophy and logistical functions in relation to other Native 

American nations. This is a worthy topic and one with many possible directions. The 

decision of which groups' warfare should be compared, however, presents quite a 

challenge. Studies could be undertaken on indigenous warfare ail across America, but 

this would be lengthy and consume many years of intense field work supplemented by 

library and archival research. When completed, however, it would be a useful historical 

and ethnographic tool for American Indian Studies scholars. 

The same study could be conducted on a smaller scale by comparing Navajo warfare 

with that of other Athabaskan-speaking groups. There are several throughout North 

America with whom work could be done to see if there are any connections or 

similarities between warfare's role in thought, philosophy, and function due to shared 

linguistic characteristics. Once again this would be a very ambitious project, but would 
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even be quite useful in its studies of the individual groups comprising the comparative 

sample. Other studies of this type could be conducted along the lines of geographic 

proximity, similar economic systems, and sociological structures. As mentioned above, 

the possibilities for comparative bases are almost endless which makes deciding on one 

so very difficult. 

These are just a few suggestions that remain unanswered in regards to Navajo 

raiding and warfare. They range from historical to psychological to sociological, 

revealing the pervasive nature warfare has within Navajo culture. Warfare is an aspect of 

Navajo life, but one too scantily researched and understood by popular writers and 

academics in relation to its purpose in Navajo culture. While it is this author's regret that 

the aforementioned suggestions could not all have been incorporated into the current 

thesis, it is hoped that fumre scholars will find them usefiil and valuable platforms of 

inquiry. 
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NOTES 

' All Navajo words included in this thesis are spelled according to the orthography provided in Robert 
Young and William Morgan (1980) The Navajo Language: A Grammar and Colloquial Dictionary. 
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico. 
^ For an interesting recapitulation and discussion of this controversy, see Chapter 4 in Vine Deloria, Jr. 
(1995) Red Earth, White Lies: Native Americans and the Myth (rfScientific Fact. New York: Scribner. 
^ Forbes places Navajos in their traditional Southwestern homelands, referred to as Dinetah in the Navajo 
language, as early as ISCX) AD. 
* Throughout pages 4-6, Hill include descriptions of two Navajo raids: one on the Comanche and the 
second on the Hopi village of Oraibi. These accounts are limited to details of carrying out the raids rather 
than discussing why they occurred or what happened as a result of thenu 
^ The term "mythology" is used fluently in past and present scholarship on Navajo culture to describe 
what many others would refer to as "lore," "folklore," "oral tradition," "oral literature," "religion," or any 
other body of knowledge from which a culture derives its history, rules of conduct, and spiritual teachings. 
Unfortunately, when people read "myth" in the term, they often associate the information as fictitious or 
something akin to a fairy tale. Closer looks will reveal that to nnany peoples throughout the world, 
indigenous and otherwise, their "mythology" is no myth. It is as real to them as Adam and Eve are to many 
Christians. This thesis has tried to avoid the term when possible, but included it occasionally for the sake 
of variety. 
^ Reichard uses the descriptive term "prophylactic" to refer to those ceremonies done for protection. 
^ Navajos implement many different ceremonies to cure people who are unwell due to foreign contact 
and/or outside influences. In addition to Anaa Jf, 'Ana'(Nddd' is a common ceremony used to for 
returning veterans who have seen actual combat. 
" See Willow Power's University of New Mexico Doctoral dissertation based out of Harvard University. 
' Some of the more prominent works on Navajo values and morals include: Berard Haile's (19S4) Property 
Concepts of the Navaho Indians. Washington: Catholic University of America Press; Clyde Kluckhohn's 
(1949) "The Philosophy of the Navaho Indians." In Northrop, F. S. C. (Ed.) (1956) Ideological Differences 
and World Order: Studies in Philosophy and Science of the World's Cultures. New Haven: Yale University 
Press; Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton (1957) Children of the People: the Navaho Individual and his 
Development. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, and Gladys Reichard (1928) Navaho Religion, A 
Study of Symbolism. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 

Doris Paul also provides very useful background and history on the Code Talkers, the development of 
their code by Phillip Johnston, and the praise they have received since World War n. See Doris A. Paul 
(1973) The Navajo Code Talkers. Philadelphia: Dorrance and Company. 
'' This study of Navajo warfare "in general" has a downside in that it does not allow for Navajos changing 
their attitudes about war over time. I do not intend to portray Navajo thought and beliefs as timeless and 
unchanging, or what some would refer to as primitive. I am simply interested in how basic attitudes toward 
warfare may have influenced Navajos regarding social rewards and social status as contemporary Navajo 
scholars understand it 

For more information on the theorists cited by Kroeber and Fontana, see pages 148-174 in their book as 
well as: Carol Ember (1978) "Myths about hunter-gatherers." Ethnology 17(4): 439-48; George Fathauer 
(1954) "The structure and causation of Mohave warfare." Southwestern Journal of Anthropology. 10(1): 
97-118; R. Brian Ferguson (1984) "Introduction: studying war." In Warfare, culture, and environment. 
Edited by R. Brian Ferguson, C. Darryl Forde (1931) "Ethnography of the Yuma Indians." University of 
Caltfomia Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology. 28(4): 83-278; Lynne B. Iglitzin (1978) 
"War, sex, sports, and masculinity." In War: A historical, political, and social study. Edited by L. L. Farrar, 
Jr. Pp: 63-69. Santa Barbara, California and Oxford. England: ABC Clio, Inc; Bernard Mishkin (1940) 
"Rank and Warfare among the Plains Indians." In Monographs of the American Ethnological Society. No. 
3. New York, NY: J. J. Augustin; W. W. Newcomb, Jr. (1960) 'Toward and Understanding of War." In G. 
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Dole and R. Carneiro (eds.) Essays in the Science of Culture. Pp: 317-35. New York, NY: Crowell; Keith 
Otterbein (1973) "The Anthropology of War." In J. J. Honigmann (ed.) Handbook of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology. Pp: 923-58. Chicago, IL: Rand McNally and Company; William J. Perry (1917) "An 
Ethnological Study of Warfare." Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Uterary and Philosophical 
Society. 41: 1-16; Andrew Vayda (1968a) "Hypothesis about Functions of War." In Morton Fried, Marvin 
Harris, and Robert Muiphy (eds.) War: the Antrhopology of Armed Conflict. Pp: 85-91. Garden City. NY: 
Natural History Press; and Vayda (1968b) "Primitive War." In David L. Sills (ed.) International 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 16:468-72. New York, NY: Macmillan. 

Din^ College was called Navajo Community College until 1997 when the college began offering its first 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Din€ Teacher Education through a joint program with Arizona State University. 

This history exists as an unpublished manuscript entitled A History of Dine' College: Commemorating 
Thirty Years of Educational Self-Determination. It is on file in the American Indian Studies Program office 
at the University of Arizona in Tucson. 

Conflicting schedules and unavoidable circumstances prevented Professor Aronilth from providing a 
formal interview. In his stead, he graciously named Professor Harry Waiters as a "better person to talk to" 
regarding warfare in Navajo thought and philosophy. He did provide some information during an informal 
discussion that has been incorporated into this thesis. 

As a token of thanks for their invaluable knowledge, time, and cooperation, final copies of this thesis will 
be provided to each contributor. 

Walters point to the higher percentage of men than women in prison for violent crimes as evidence for 
his assumption. 
'* For discussions on the various qualities of each gender, see Reichard (1970), Farella (1984), and Zolbrod 
(1984), among others. For information on Navajo concepts of people having more than one gender see 
Sue-Ellen Jacobs, Wesley Thomas, and Sabine Lang (1997) Two-spirit People: Native American Geruier 
Identity, Sexuality, and Spirituality. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 

In Navajo mythology, the Sun is described as predominately male. For more information on the Sun's 
l^ender classiHcation, see Zolbrod (1984) and Reichard (1970). 

Gladys Reichard (1977: 5), explains this in reference to distinguishing what is good from what is bad: 
"...what is wholly good is merely an abstraction, a goal that man as an individual never attains. Everything 
except the concept itself may have some evil in it, but is classified as good if good prevails qualitatively or 
quantitatively. Similarly, few things are wholly bad; nearly everything can be brought under control, and 
when it is, the evil effect is eliminated. 

For detailed information regarding the ceremony "Where the Two Came to Their Father" see Berard 
Haile (1982) Women Versus Men: A Conflict of Navajo Emergence. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press 
and Maud Oakes and Joseph Campbell (1969). 
~ "the divine hero" mentioned here is Monster Slayer, the principle war deity in Navajo lore. See Oakes 
and Campbell (1969: 58). 
^ For a more detailed explanation of this ceremony's origin in Navajo lore, see, generally. Oakes and 
Campbell (1969). 
^ The term hdchx6 is correctly spelled with a nasal mark (similar to a reverse comma) attached to the 
bottom of the final 'o' in the word. I was unable to include the correct spelling due to the word processing 
software package (Microsoft Word for Windows) used to type this thesis. 
^ Zolbrod (1984) provides detailed explanations of the destruction of four previous worlds for the Navajo. 
It also alludes to the imminent destruction of the present, or fifth, world. 
^ Robert Utley explains that the practice of taking Indian slaves was begun by the Spanish, continued by 
the Mexicans, and tolerated by the Americans from the n*** century onward. He writes, "Although illegal, 
the custom flouished openly, rationalized by the supposed benefit conferred on the victims by exposure to 
Christianity." Utley (1990) In McNitt (1972: viii). 
^ Among some sources that mention instances when Navajos initiated raids are: Acrey (1982: 103). Frisbie 
and McAllester (1978), Hill (1936: 3). Letterman (1855) Sketch of the Navajo Tribe of Indians, Territory of 
New Mexico, by Jortathan Letterman, Assistant Surgeon U. S. Army. Tenth Annual Report of the 
Smithsonian Institution. Pp: 283-297, and Reeve (1958). 
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^ Further discussion regarding definitions of war is provided in the next section. 
^ Otterbein defines warfare as "armed combat between political communities" (Kroeber and Fontana, 
1987: 149). 
^ Tumey-High is understood by John Keegan to view true war as the next stage after primitive peoples 
progressed into modernity. He recognized the higher level of warfare as having armies with officers. This 
improvement could be seen as a precursor to statehood. Any type of war with less-political motivations 
would assumedly be deemed by Tumey-High as primitive. 

This type of regulation may be likened to modem rules and limits of warfare ouUined in the Geneva 
Convention. 

Newcomb's assertions about primitive warfare are quoted in Kroeber and Fontana (1987; 150). 
Primary source documents such as the 1851 joumal of Josiah M. Rice entitled A Cannoneer In Navajo 

Country and the 1855 Sketch of the Navajo Tribe of Indians. Territory of New Mexico, by Jonathan 
Letterman, Assistant Surgeon U. S. Army. Tenth Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution. Pp: 283-297 
describe the Navajo as bloodthirsty marauders bent on raiding outsiders for the sake of raiding. 
^ Bandelier (1890; 176, fh 2). "There is no evidence of any concerted attack upon the Pueblos; such an 
attack they could scarcely have withstood, as they were hardly so numerous as the Navajos, and were much 
more widely scattered. Had there been concerted action on the part of the Navajo, they could, at any time 
previously to 1700, have wiped out both the Pueblos and the Spaniards." Bandelier makes this claim, but 
«ves no numerical or statistical information with which to support it. 
^ See Spicer (1962), McNitt (1972), Acrey (1982), and Lynn Bailey (1974) for details involving the history 

of Spanish and American presence in the Southwest 
^ Walters also mentions a portion of the Enemy Way in which an enemy is ceremonially killed, defeating 
the inner being of the enemy. Haile (1943) mentions a similar ceremony, but refers to it as the "Gesture 
Song." 

HilFs (1936) entire essay gives details on restrictions Navajos followed during war. 
In a similar interview with Johnson Dennison, he remarked that during Navajo raiding, "There's no 

revenge, just repayment. It's a payment" (Johnson Dennison, Tsaile, Arizona, 2/10/99). 
See Zolbrod (1984) for a good description of previous worlds being destroyed due to imbalance. 
Spencer (1957: 82) mentions one instance in Navajo lore where a warrior is eager to engage his enemies. 

"One version of the episode [war with stinging insects] indicates that the hero is himself eager for the fight, 
'He wants to go pretty bad. Thinks there is a lot of fiin in it'." 

The Navajo system of retribution for transgressions is so extensive and aberrant from the focus of this 
thesis, adequate explanation simply cannot be provided here. For more information, see Franciscan Fathers 
(1910: 439-40); Kluckhohn and Leighton (1962; 298), as well as James Downs (1972; 26-27) The Navajo. 
New York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 

The first 'a' in Ma 'ii should have a nasal tone to be spelled properly. Once again, this word processing 
maneuver is impossible due to the Microsoft Word for Windows software package used to tjrpe this thesis. 

For more information see Leighton and Leighton (1941), "Elements of Psychotherapy in Navaho 
Religion." Psychiatry. 4(4); 515-523. 

Kroeber and Fontana explain their use of "Maricopa" to refer to a "Yuman-speaking amalgam of other 
peoples who were forced from their aboriginal homelands on the Lower Color^o River beginning in the 
eighteenth century; the Opa, Kaveltcadom (or Cocomaricopa), Halchidoma, Kohuana, and Halyikwamai" 
(See Kroeber and Fontana 1987; vii). 

For a more comprehensive survey of existing warfare theories, see Chapter Seven, "The Fourth Age: On 
the Origins of WaP' in Kroeber and Fontana (1987; 148-174). 
^ Kroeber and Fontana cite Harris (1974) and Vayda (1968a, 1968b) (See Footnote 12 above for fiill 
citation information). 

See Fathauer's (1954) study of Mohave warfare and his comparisons of that with other contemporary 
theories of the mid-Twentieth century. 

This idea is tantamount to Leslie White's theory of "culturology" which says that a society's actions and 
institutions owe their origins to the overarching culture in which they develop rather than the psychology 
and individual thoughts of people in a given society. See Leslie White (1949). 
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•" See the works of William B. Tyrell (1984) and Lynn B. Iglitzin for information on men participating in 
war more than females (See footnote 12 above for complete citation information). See also Clifton Kroeber 
and Bernard Fontana (1987: 166-167) for details of Fontana's own observances of male orientation towards 
war and war-related subjects gathered during a course he taught at the University of Arizona in 1971. 
^ Kroeber and Fontana cite Carol Ember's (1978) survey of 161 hunter-gatherer societies to support this 
point (See footnote 12 above for complete citation information). 
' Harris explains that war, as a male activity among the Tsembaga, actually forces women to favor male 

babies over female. He writes, '^As soon as males for whatever reason begin to bear the burden of inter-
group conflict, women have no choice but to rear large numbers of Oerce males of their own" (Harris 1978: 
73). In this way, war expels any reason to conduct male infanticide. Rather, societies are more apt to 
practice female infanticide either because or so that women could pay more attention to raising fierce males 
to defend their communities. 

As their source for information on warfare in Paleolithic societies, Kroeber and Fontana cite Phil 
Donahue (1985) The Human Aninuzl. New York: Simon and Schuster. 

For additional information regarding Plains Indian societies for whom warfare continued to be a way of 
life even though more "advanced" systems of subsistence, such as agriculture, were available see Mishkin 
(1940). 
^ The correct spelling of First Man in the Navajo language contains a ''lateral" (slashed-l) where the 
normal T appears in my spelling. Once again, this omission is a result of the limits of Microsoft Word. 

See Zolbrod (1984): 58-71 for complete telling of when the sexes separated. 
^ Maureen Schwarz's research explains the death of Navajo children at the hands of monsters as one level 
of understanding a probable time in Navajo history when a high rate of infant mortality was experienced 
but could not be explained. The Navajo, then, us^ the term "monster" as a metaphor to explain why the 
children were not surviving. For additional information see Schwarz (1995) "The Explanatory and 
Predictive Power of History: Coping With the 'Mystery Illness.' 1993." Ethnohistory 42(3): 375-401. 
" Asdzdd, spelled correctly, should have nasal tones under the last two a's. 

Professor Denny recalled that this journey was not as non-Navajos would think of it It was not 
pjiysically traveling back, it was a spiritual return during the Fifth World. 

See Bighorse (1990) for an illustrative account of her father's experience as a Navajo warrior during the 
1860s. 

For Berard Haile's rendition of when the sexes quarreled see Haile (1981) "Women Versus Men: A 
Conflict of Navajo Emergence." Edited by Karl W. Luckert. American Tribal Religions, vol. 6. Lincoln and 
London: University of Nebraska Press. 
" Lucken does not provide any explanation or rationale for First Woman's "natural" domesticity. The 
author's personal bias is admitted, however, by revealing that the duties in his own home are divided along 
similar lines. See Kroeber and Fontana (1987: 168-69). 
^ The Navajo Code Talkers are a group of Navajo World War n veterans who used a specialized code 
comprised of Navajo words to convey messages during the war. The Japanese never cracked this code for 
it was in a language highly unknown by them and also encoded so that even native Navajo speakers could 
not comprehend the messages being sent unless they were privy to the structure of the code. For more 
information on the Navajo Code Talkers and their code see Syble Lagerquist (1975) Philip Johnston and 
the Navajo Code Talkers. Billings, Montana: Montana Indian Publication Fund: Distributed by Montana 
Reading Publications; as well as the Navajo Nation Museum in Window Rock, Arizona where a permanent 
display on the Code Talkers is held. 
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APPENDIX A 

(Sample Subject's Consent Form) 

Title of Project: Warfare: An 'TJndesirable Necessity" in Navajo Life 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE 
THAT I AM INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF 
HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE IN FT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS 
FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE 
MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED 
CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I 
CAN KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN 
DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED 
MANNER. 

PURPOSE: 
I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The 
purpose of this project is to gather information regarding the purpose and conduct of 
traditional Navajo warfare as well as warfare's place in Navajo cultural philosophy. 

SELECTION CRITERIA: 
I am being invited to participate because I am a Navajo Cultural Authority. 
Approximately 4 subjects will be enrolled in this study. 

PROCEDURES: 
If I agree to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following: up to two sets of 
interviews which may last up to two or three hours each, but which will in no way take 
advantage of my personal and/or professional time. If I choose to participate in this 
project, I have the option to withdraw from the project at any time with no questions 
asked. I understand my participation is voluntary and that I have the right not to answer 
any questions I feel are inappropriate or that make me uncomfortable. If I withdraw for 
any reason, my consent is terminated and the information gathered up to that point will be 
destroyed and not included in the project. 

RISKS: 
In this project there are possible psychological risks involved due to questions regarding 
my knowledge about historical Navajo warfare. Warfare is a sensitive subject that must 
be dealt with carefully. Again, I realize my participation is voluntary and I can withdraw 
from the project at any time, under any circumstances. 

BENEFITS: 
There is no expected direct beneftt to me from my participation. This project is academic 
in nature and the information collected may add to the existing body of knowledge 
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regarding traditional Navajo warfare and the social beneHts, past and present, of warfare 
in Navajo society. 

CONFIDENTIALITY: 
I understand that my conHdentiality will be maintained at all costs. I will have the option 
of being identiHed by a pseudonym (false name) if I choose not to use my real name. 
Any lists containing pseudonyms and actual names will be kept separate from one 
another in order to maintain strict confidentiality. Access to these lists will be kept in the 
possession of the primary researcher, Mr. Brent Spicer. The information I will provide to 
this study will be made available to myself and other participants, Mr. Spicer, the 
American Indian Studies Program at the University of Arizona, and the Navajo Nation 
Cultural Preservation Office. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION: 
I understand that my participation is strictly voluntary and I will receive $15 per 
interview with Mr. Spicer for my services. I will receive no further monetary 
compensation outside the $15 consultant fee. 

I can obtain further information from Brent Spicer, Master's Candidate, at 520-626-9191. 
If I have any questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call Human 
Subjects Committee office at 520-626-6721. 

AUTHORIZATION: 
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, 
INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME 
AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MAY 
ASKE QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND THAT I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW 
FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY 
PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR 
FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION 
DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT 
MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINEUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE 
GIVEN TO ME AS rr BECOMES AVAILABLE. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS 
CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN 
SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR, Brent Spicer, Master's Candidate, OR AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE American Indian Studies Program. I UNDERSTAND 
THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS SIGNING THIS FORM. A 
COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

Parent/Legal Guardian (if necessary) Date 
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INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT: 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify 
that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands 
clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and 
his/her signature is legally valid. A medical problem or language or educational barrier 
has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Investigator Date 
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APPENDIX B 

(Sample List of Interview Questioiis) 

Describe Navajo Raiding and Warfare Before I860 
-How were they done? 
-How many people went? 
-What were their purposes? 
-Were warfare and raiding always Defensive? 

What is the Difference Between raiding and warfare? 

How Important was it for a Man to go to War or Raid? 

What Were the Social Benefits Gained by being a Raider or a Warrior? 

Where does War Fit in Navajo Philosophy? 

How was Participation in Ceremonies Viewed in Regards to Warfare and Raiding? 

What did it Mean to be a Good Man? 
-what did warfare have to do with this concept? 

Were Young Boys Trained to be Warriors? 

What Else Were Young Boys Trained to be or do to be Considered "A Good Man"? 

Did Warriors Ever Fight just to Fight? 

Did Honor Play a Part in Warfare and Raiding? 

How Were Men Viewed Who Did Not Participate In Raiding or Warfare? 

What Does ""anaa' " Mean to You? 

What About "/la 'abaah"! 

Where Certain Enemies Treated Differently Than Others (Utes, Comanches, Spanish, 
Hopis)? 

What Started a War? 

What Started a Raid? 

Could You Discuss the Language Used During War? 
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